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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this stud.y is to make a comparison of 
the rate of learning of abstract and colorful words in Grade 
Two. It is a continuation of the studies by Boylel and by 
Cerioa2 who made this comparison on the first grade level. 
The following factors have been consid.ered in this 
study: 
1. The comparison of the rate of learning of 
colorful and abstract words. 
2. The relationship of learning rate to reading 
achievement. 
3. The sex d.ifferences in the same factors. 
4. Analysis of the errors. 
1. Boyle, Virginia R. "Learning Rate of Colorful and 
Abstract Words in Grade One." Unpublished Ed. ~. Thesis. 
Boston University School of Education, 1950. 
2. Cerioa, Louise A. "The Comparison in the Rate o:f Learning 
of Colorful and Abstract Words in Grade One." 
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1950. 
IV 
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CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
Learning rate in this study is used to mean the number 
of words a child can recall as sight words three and one-half 
hours after a twenty minute teaching period. 
In planning the study the following details were con-
sidered: 
1. Population. 
2. Learning rate tests. 
3. The preparation of the material. 
4. The testing program. 
POE[JJL.ATION 
The total number of children who participated in the 
three learning rate tests was 88 in four different class-
rooms. The study was made in three schools in a large in-
dustrial city. 
All of the teachers were familiar with the administration 
of a learning rate test. 
Table I gives the mean chronological and mental ages 
of the 88 children. 
TABLE I. 
ME.AN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL A.GES 
SEX NUMBER MEAliJ" C . A. S.D. MEAN M.A. S.D. 
BOYS 53 7 yrs. 7 mos. 11.85 8 yrs. 10.83 
GIRLS 35 7 yrs. 6 mos. 5.34 7 yrs.lO mos. 7 . • 55 
The chronological ages of the boys ranged from 6 yrs. 
1 mo. to 9 yrs. 5 mos. with a mean chronological age of 
7 yrs. 7 mos. The mental ages of the boys ranged from 
6 yrs. 3 mos. to 10 yrs. 3 mos. with a mean mental age of 
8 yrs. 
The chronological ages of the girls ranged from 7 yrs. 
to 9 yrs. 1 mo. with a mean chronological age of 7 yrs. 
6 mos. The mental ages of the girls ranged from 6 yrs. 
5 mos. to 10 yrs. with a mean mental age of 7 yrs. 10 mos. 
This indicates that the group is slightly above average 
in ability. 
The Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Tests1 were given 
to each group by its own teacher. These tests were given at 
the time of the study. 
1. Published by World Book Co. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. 1936. 
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LEARNING RATE TESTS 
Thirty words were selected from the Fourth Readerl 
of the basal reading system for the learning rate tests. 
The words were then divided into three groups of ten words 
each. Each group had five colorful words and five abstract 
words. 
In selecting the words, care was taken to have some 
long, some short, some beginning with phonetic blends, and 
some with a variety of letter combinations. A.ll of these 
words are in the speaking vocabulary of children. 
The following table shows the words as they were used. 
GROUP 
I 
II 
III 
TABLE II 
WORDS USED IN LEARNING RATE TESTS 
COLORFUL WORDS 
moccasins 
broom 
whiskers 
thumbs 
pebble 
peppermint 
attic 
tobacco 
sausage 
pigeon 
throat 
uniform 
knitting 
elbow 
price 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
damage 
envy 
miserable 
drowsy 
announcement 
government 
shrink 
predicted 
information 
level 
tough 
punishment 
vanish 
calm 
disguise 
1. Gray, William s., and Arbuthnot, May H. Times and Places 
Chicago, Ill. Scott, Foresman and Company, 1942. 
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PREPARATION OF THE MATERIAL 
The words were printed on 3" x 10" flash cards in 
lower case letters. 
Check sheets were made with spaces for checking the 
retention of the words at the three different times. 
Directions were prepared and given to all teachers who 
participated in the study. 
Identical procedures were followed in the four class-
rooms. 
DIRECTIONS FOR EACH TEA.CHER 
The time for giving the learning rate was one hour-
8:30 to 9:30 A.M. The ten words were taught in a twenty 
minute period - ten minutes for teaching, and ten minutes 
for practice. The words were presented to the three reading 
groups, t he best group first; the average group second; and 
the slow group third. Teaching and practice were kept con-
stant. 
The words were taught in this order. 
First Lesson Second Lesson Third Lesson 
1. moccasins 1. peppermint 1. throat 
2. damage 2. government 2. tough 
3. broom 3. attic 3. uniform 
4. envy 4. shrink 4. punishment 
5. whiskers 5. tobacco 5. lrnitting 
6. miserable 6. predicted 6. vanish 
7. thumbs 7. sausage 7. elbow 
8. drowsy 8. information 8. calm 
9. pebble 9. pigeon 9. price 
10. announcement 10. level 10. disguise 
Words 1,3,5,7,9 are colorful. Words 2,4,6,8,10 are ab-
a tract. 
4 
The words were grouped so that one colorful word was 
taught, and then one abstract until the ten words were 
taught. 
Much practice was given during the presentation. As 
each word was introduced it was added to the ones already 
presented and a general review of all was done before pre-
senting another word. 
One hour later each child was tested individually, by 
means of flash cards, to see how many words he had retained. 
If a child hesitated for five seconds, said "I don't know", 
or miscalled the word he was told the correct word immediate-
ly. 
Two hours after the teaching period each child was 
tested a second time. Again the child was told the word if 
he hesitated or miscalled the correct word. 
At the close of the school day, three and one half 
hours after the teaching period, the class was tested a 
third time. 
The number of words the child had retained at this 
third testing was considered his learning rate. 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
The learning rate tests were given on Tuesday of the 
second and third weeks in December, and on Tuesday of the 
second week in January. The tests were given to all four 
classes at approximately the same time on the same day. 
5 
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Table VIII shows the comparison of reading achieve-
ment by boys and girls. 
TABLE VIII 
SEX DIFFERENCE IN READING ACHIEVEMENT 
GROUP NO. 1\llEAN S.D. S.E.m DIFF.m 8.E•diff. 
BOYS 53 2.6 6.59 .90 
C.R. 
.33 1.55 .21 
GIRLS 35 2.9 7.47 1.26 
The mean score for the boys is 2.6 compared with 
2.9 for the girls. The critical ratio being .21 shows 
the difference is not statistically significant. 
The data were analyzed for the number and types of 
errors and the number and types of substitutions that were 
made in the learning rate. Errors were made by substitu-
ting words not in the test. 
Table IX shows the errors and substitutions in color-
ful words. 
1.0 
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The correct colorful word was substituted by an 
incorrect word 8 times. 
Table X shows the errors and substitutions in 
abstract words. 
TABLE X 
ERRORS D'l ABSTRACT WORDS 
WORD SUBSTI TUTION NO.OF TIMES ADDED WORD NO. OF 
damage drowsy 1 destroy 1 
broom 1 
envy 
miserable moccasins 4 
drowsy 1 
drowsy damage 1 
broom 1 
announcement damage 1 announce 1 
pebble 1 
government 8llnouncemen t 1 f orgive 1 
governor 1 
shrink sausage 1 
predicted peppermint 2 prote ct 1 
pebble 1 predicament 1 
information 
level deli ver 1 
lever 1 
tough throat 1 rough 1 
elbow 1 
punishment punch 1 
vanish 
calm clown 1 
smooth 1 
disguise tough 1 disgust 1 
vanish 1 
The correct abstract word was substituted by an 
i ncorrect word :3:3 times. 
1.2 
TIMES 
Table XI shows the number of correct response.s for 
abstract and colorful words given by 88 children. 
TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR ABSTRACT WORDS 
AND COLORFUL WORDS 
aBSTRACT COLORFUL 
WORD NO. WORD 
damage 59 moccasins 
envy 69 broom 
miserable 41 whiskers 
drowsy 40 thumbs 
announcement 53 pebbles 
government 63 peppermint 
shrink 78 attic 
predicted 46 tobacco 
information 76 sausage 
level 62 pigeon 
tough 65 throat 
punishment 66 uniform 
vanish 68 knitting 
calm 71 elbow 
disguise 65 price 
NO. 
74 
88 
81 
84 
69 
77 
82 
83 
75 
70 
82 
80 
84 
85 
71 
The percent of correct responses on colorful words was 
89 . There were 1185 correct responses out of a possible 1320. 
The percent of correct responses on abstract words 
was 69. There were 922 correct responses out of a possible 
1320. 
The difference in percent shows a variance of 20% in 
favor of colorful words. 
The word ttbroomn is the colorful word retained by the 
greatest number of children. There were 88 correct responses 
out of a possible 88. The colorful word retained by the 
lowest number of children was upigeon". There were 70 
correct responses out of a possible 88. 
The word "shrink" is the abstract word retained by 
the greatest number of children. There were ~8 correct 
responses out of a possible 88. The abstract word retained 
by the lowest number of children was ndrowsyn. There were 
40 correct responses out of a possible 88. 
All of the colorful words were learned by 41 children. 
All of the abstract words were learned by only 19 children. 
1.4 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compare the rate of 
learning of colorful and abstract words in Grade II. Eighty-
eight children in the second grade in a large industrial 
city in Massachusetts were used in this study. Thirty words, 
divided into three groups of ten words each, were taught 
to all of the children. Four different teachers presented 
the learning rate in their own classrooms. The Otis Quick 
Scoring Mental Ability Test1 and the Metropolitan Reading 
Achievement Test Form T for Grade 22 were given during the 
study. 
The conclusions obtained from the data were: 
1. The difference between the rate of learning of 
colorful and abstract words was statistically 
significant in favor of colorful words. 
2. There was no statistical difference in learning 
rate between boys and girls. The differences 
however were all in favor of girls. 
a. The critical ratio for the total study was 
1.54 . The difference was in favor of girls. 
1. Published by World Book Co. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. 1936 
2. Published by World Book Co. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y.l948 
:15 
.16 
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b. The critical ratio in comparing abstract 
words was 1.03 in favor of the girls. 
c. The critical ratio in comparing colorful 
words was 1.05 in favor of the girls. 
3. There was a definite relationship between learning 
rate and reading achievement. 
a. The correlation was .776 i .04. 
b. The sex difference in reading achievement was 
not statistically significant. The cri t ical 
ratio was .21. 
4. A study of the number and types of errors in the 
learning rate of colorful words showed that the 
correct colorful word was substituted by an in-
correct word 8 times. 
5. A study of the number and types of errors in the 
learning rate of abstract words showed that the 
correct abstract word was substituted by an in-
correct word 33 times. 
6. A study of the data on the number of correct 
responses for colorful and abstract words showed 
that all of the colorful words were learned by 
41 children, whe reas all abstract words were learned 
by only 19 children. 
The percent of correct responses on colorful words 
was 89. The percent of correct responses on ab-
stract words was 69. There was a difference of 20% 
~ n f~v~r ~Qf c~l9rf~1-~ord s. ================== 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
PRIMARY II BATTERY: FORM T 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH, PH.D. 
With the cooperation of 
FREDERICK B. GRAHAM, RICHARD D. ALLEN, 
HAROLD H. BIXLER, and WILLIAM l. CONNOR 
Prim. II 
T 
Name . ..... .. .. ............ . ................ Boy ... .. Girl .... . 
Teacher .. . ...... . ..... . . Grade ...... ... School ...... . .. .... . . . . 
City ................ County ............. .. State . ... . ......... . 
STA."ID- GRADE 
TEsT ARD EQl1IVA· 
Scou LENT 
1----1·------
1. READ. 
- --·1--- - -----
2. WoRD 
MEAN. 
1----.l.--·1·*.,-- -*--
AVER. READING 
1---..,......--1---
3. ARITH. 
FuND. 
1- --- 1-------
4. ARITH. 
PRos. 
1----L---r.-:--- -* --
AvER. AIUTH. 
1---..,......--1 --
5. SPELL. 
AvERAGE~ ---­
Acs'T lA 
*Do not include when figuring 
average achievement. 
Year Month Day 
Dat~ of T uting 
Year Month 
Dau of Jlirth 
Day 
Age . . .. .. yrs ..... . . mos. 
This test is copurighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the cowright law. 
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TEST I. READING 
a Mew mew, says the 
M 
b John writes with a 
book 
'I eat my lunch at the 
~ 
pencil dish 
2 Jack is a big 
! 
~I can see with my 
\) ~ 
4 We take pictures with our 
5 Moo moo, says the 
A jfit~ 
61 wear shoes on my 
Metropolitan: Prim. ll: T 
·ball 
Go right on to the next page. 
[ 2 ] 
Metropolitan : Prim. II: T 
:19 
7We cook apples in a 
.""(:. ~ . ' 
--=:'t- -
.. ·- ~·· 
8 Jane cut the bread with a 
9 Anne goes to sleep in her 
'
0 One part of a tree is a 
JJ~ 
'
2 The farmer digs with his 
'3The kitty plays with a 
· '
4 Mother bakes the cake in the 
Go right on to the next page. 
[ 3 1 
Mettopolitan : Prim. ll : T 
16. The sun is in the 
sky earth sea sand 
16. Mary drinks 
. 
cake milk meal tee 
17. Snow usually falls in 
summer winter June August 
18. When Jane lost her doll, she felt 
glad sad careful happy 
19. The boy hurt his leg when he fell, but he can still 
spell grow believe walk 
20. To pound a nail, we use a 
gun spade hammer ruler 
21. Because he stayed out in the rain, he caught a bad 
cold boy wet fish 
22. I am big. I can grow. I have green leaves. 
I am a girl house plum tree 
23. Whether or not we go on the picnic depends upon the 
stars house weather pleasure 
~aula has a new pet. It was given to 
her today. It has long ears and a short 
·white tail. It has soft white fur. 
24. The pet is a rabbit dog cat white rat 
26. The pet was given to Paula 
last month today last year tomorrow 
[ 4 ] Go right on to the next page. 
I 
Metropolitan : Prim. II: 1 
Every spring I go to the country to 
visit my grandmother. One day I planted 
a garden. I planted corn and beans and 
peas. Next day I went out to ·see the 
garden. Some chickens had scratched 
up all the seeds. I must put a .fence 
around my garden. 
26. Grandmother lives in 
the city a village the country a park 
27. The garden was spoiled by the 
28. 
rain farmer corn chickens 
In my garden I was going to raise some 
vegetables fruit Rowers chickens 
We have some pretty fish. They swim 
in the bow 1. Jane feeds the fish. The 
fish eat the green plants. 
29. The fish live in a 
basket box house bowl 
30. Who takes care of them ? 
Jane Mother John baby 
31. What do they eat? 
bowl plants fish Jane 
Mother made the sandwiches. Donald 
and Paul got the lemonade ready. Betty 
went to the store to get some cookies. 
When the lunch was packed, the family 
started out. 
32. They were going 
to church on a picnic to school to a show 
33. The lemonade was made by 
Betty Mother Donald and Paul Betty and Paul 
[ 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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Metropolitan : Prim. n: T 
One day we had a post office at our house. 
John played postman. Billy worked at the post 
office. We wrote letters to Betty and Jane and 
put them in a toy mail box. The postman took 
the letters to the post office. 
34. We had a play post office at 
school camp home the mail box 
35. A letter was sent to Betty John Carl Billy 
36. The letters were taken to the post office by 
J ohn Billy Betty Jane 
37. 
38. 
39. 
The fir tree stood in the forest. The snow fell 
softly on its branches. One day a man came and 
cut it down. He brought the tree to Ann's house. 
Ann put silver balls and bright stars on the tree, 
and the children danced around it. 
The story is about a Christmas tree a snowstorm 
a birthday party cutting down trees 
A man got the tree in 
a store the forest a park the garden 
The tree was trimmed with 
candles forest flowers silver balls bright 
The albatross is one of the largest birds of the 
sea. It lives chiefly upon small fish caught just 
below the surface of the water. When fully grown 
it sometimes has a wing spread of twelve to .fifteen 
feet and a weight of twenty pounds. The albatross 
is regarded with suspicion by sailors. Some sailors 
believe that great misfortune will result if an 
albatross is killed. 
ribbons 
40. An albatross is a whale bird sailor shark 
41. The food of the albatross is mainly 
mice insects gram fish 
42. If an albatross is killed, sailors are said to be 
?elighted thankful feazful angry 
43. Thi;"'t)Jrd spends most of the time 
on land! at sea in a nest in bushes 
[ 6 ) Go right on to the next page. 
Metropolitan: Prim. n: T 
One morning I was on my way to school. I 
looked down the street and saw puffs of smoke 
rolling up to the sky. I thought there must be a 
fi re at the grocery. Ding, dong, clang! Soon the 
fire engine came rushing down the street. The 
hose truck came after it. In a minute the .firemen 
had the hose ou t of the wagon. Streams of water 
came from the hose. I did not see what was left 
of the building until the next day. Most of the 
store windows were broken and the building still 
was black with smoke. 
44. The fire burned a school station store church 
45. First came the 
hose truck grocery man fire chief fire engme 
46. Next day I saw that 
47. 
the building was damaged nothing was hurt 
the fire was still burning the windows were fixed 
The dark color of the building after the fire was caused by 
water smoke broken glass hose 
At the dock we saw a big .fishing boa t starting 
out on a long voyage to the North Atlantic. An 
old .fisherman said the boat would hold four hun-
dred thousand pounds of fish. H e said that the 
ship would return after several months filled with 
cod and halibut. We could see nets tied to the 
masts of the ship. 
48. The boat was bound for 
Europe Spain Atlanta the northern ocean 
49. Part of the ship's load will be 
oysters whalebone mackerel halibut 
60. If the ship left on May 1, it might return about 
May 15 June 1 August 15 May 2 
STOP! 
No. right......... Stand. score. ..... ... Gr. equiu.......... Age equiv ..... ...•• 
[ 7 l 
.19 
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TEST 2. WORD MEANING 16. carnage boat stick canoe truck ship 
.19 
a. house boy stone coat man duck 
16. bang take echo look fight cry 
b. ba!J meat pm · doll skates rose 
17. gomg dozen three night race fifteen 
1. home room father visitor sister baby 
18. jolly pudding p01son cracker care candy 
2. ran red draw play yellow Eink 
19. nail needle hole scissors stocking thread 
3. Sunday Santa Halloween Saturday March Wednesday 
20. sang girls glass grass bottle bush 
4. row cow good dog camel straw 
21. tent road cottage fence cabin coast 
5. add one tin last fifty ten 
22. sword suit march gun hurry plane 
6. oats feet grapes rabbit pears apples 
23. trench piano violin cornet corner package 
7. breakfast food eating supper surpnse lunch 
24. engmeer statue janitor soldier clerk king 
8. mouth cream chin bread board cooky 
26. costume bushel slippers bundle hawk mask 
9. peas banks cabbage wheel beets can 
26. danger truth cnme lies knowledge life 
10. blocks street bil1 doll sky balloon 1 
walk world throw \ . 27. map go gold 
11. silver cent spend dime nickel clown 
28. bath cloak candle belt card collar 
12. this our what these where how 
29. stroll stand swmg wander lie sit 
STOP! 
13. small near long country tiny never 
No . right . ...... . . 
14. tree fork dish cup frog fan 
[ 8 ] Go riltht on to the next pal\e. 
No. wrong .... . . . . 
Difference . ...... · . Stand. ICore. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv . . . · · · · · · · 
[ 9 l 
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
Multiply 
3 3 4 3 6 8 1 4 
8 dots and 2 dots are dots. ... \. •• x i x5 x2 x8 
••• • 
x2 x5 x 6 x6 
• Add 
Add • 
4 and 3 are 8 and 1 are 7 6 
5 0 42 
7 4 8 4 
9 8 6 3 8 
+4 +8 +7 +6 +9 
+6 +9 +8 
57 97 3 
-
+ 35 + 28 
8 32 
+56 8 3 26 
Subtract 
14 16 61 54 42 
73 25 61 
+53 + 23 + 25 + 43 + 10 
+ 25 +54 + 25 
34 82 43 
- 17 
56 36 
-75 -5 
162 
-39 - 19 -74 
Divide 
Subtract 
are 4 
5 from 13 1 eaves 3 and 1}6 2)14 5)15 2)2 3}6 
8 7 9 5 
3 4 9 8 
-4 -4 -8 -4 
- 1 -2 -5 -6 Mark the clock which says half past two. 
-
11 12 11 18 
14 20 16 12 
-7 -5 .. 8 -9 -8 
-6 -9 -6 Mark the figure which is one-half shaded. 
~ (> ~ ~ tWA 
39 79 86 55 78 
65 88 86 
- 16 - 15 -25 -23 -25 
-22 -52 -61 STOP! 
• 
[ It> j Go right on to the next pa~e. 
No. right ... ...... 'Stand. score . . · · · · · · · Gr. equiv . .. ( I I ] ....... Age equiv . .... ... . · 
MetropoU!aD : Prim. ll: 'l 
TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1. 
2. 
•• 
5. 
ttttttttttltttttt 
6. 
9 13 4 7 10 
7. 
3 9 10 5. 14 
12 1 Go right on to the next page. 
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8. How many oranges are 6 oranges and 4 oranges~ 
9. My aunt gave me 3 pennies and my sister 
gave me 3 more pennies. 
Then I had how many pennies? 
10. Jack's lunch cost 8 cents and mine cost 12 cents. 
Both lunches cost how much? 
11. We had 10 kittens and gave away 6. We had how 
many kittens left? 
12. - I bought an orange for 5 cents, a glass of milk for 
8 cents, and some bread for 3 cents. All the food 
cost how many cents? 
13. Ten children will be at my party. I need a bal-
loon for each child. I have only 6 balloons. How 
many more do I need ? 
14. My cousin has 12 baby rabbits. She is going to 
give me half of them. How many baby rabbits 
shall I have ? 
15. My father gave me 25 cents. I spent 5 cents for 
a post card and 10 cents for a ride on the bus. 
How many cents did I have left ? 
16. An automobile went 43 miles the . first hour and 
50 miles the second hour. How far did it go in 
the 2 hours? 
I shall give 3 cakes to each child at 17. my party. 
There will be 4 children. I must get how many 
cakes for them all ? 
STOP! 
D 
oranges 
D 
pennies 
D 
cents 
D 
kittens 
D 
cents 
D 
balloons 
D 
rabbits 
D 
cents 
D 
miles 
D 
cakes 
N o. right ....... . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equir;. . . . . . . . . . Age equw .. . . ..... . 
I 13 i 
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19. He sits in a rocking 
TEST 5. SPELLING 
1.9 
20. I will not go if it SAMPLE. My brother 
welL 
21. She washed the clothes very 
1. ] ohn is a small 
2. I have a new story 
22. you eat, wash your hands. 
3. 
name is E llen. 
23. What time IS it now by the --··--------? 
4. the children came. 
24. In the fall the leaves drop to the 
5. The baby I S asleep m 
6. 
---------- you ready? 
• 
7. Mother at school today? 
8. Mary sewed for her 
9. The ---------- loves his son. 
10. She lives li1 the big 
11. The two books looked the 
12. Ann is a pretty 
13. The first page is easy to 
14. Write on this 
15. One and one are 
16. J ohn ate an 
17. I sailed far away on a 
18. She washes with warm No. right . . . ······ ,._ . Stand . .rcor~. · · · · · · · IJT, ~qu~u. · · · · · · · · · Ag~ ~quiu .... . . · · · · 
[ 14 ) Go right on to the next page. [ I 5 ) 
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Name ... .. . ... . .................... .. .. . Date . . . . . .. . .... . .. . 19 . . 
Teacher .. . . .... . ...... ....... Grade . .. .. . . . . . School .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
Ci ty .. ...... ... .. . . . . . County .. ....... . . . . . . ... State . . . ....... . . . . 
• 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLIT AN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs: PRIMARY II BATTERY 
* 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 T est 4 T est 5 AVE. * t READ- WORD ARlTH. ARlTH. SPELlr ACH 'T 
lNG ~lEAN. FUND. PROB. lNG 
10-7 - ~ ~ - 6.5 -10-6 
-
-
. 
10-5 - . . 
10-4 - - -
10-3 - - . 
10-2 - - - 6.0 -10-1 - . 
10-0 - . . 9-11 - -
9-10- . 
9-9 - r- - 5.5 -9-8 - -
9-7 - . -
9-6 - -
9-5 - -9-4 
- -r- -r- - - 5.0 -9-3 - . -9-2 - -
9-1 - - . 
9-0 - . 
8-11- 1- ~ . 4.5 
-8-10- - . 
8-9 - - ., -
.; ~ - Qj -8-7 - <> ~ (I) -8-6 - - - ~ - 4.0 1:i -d 8-5 - - ~ -., 8-4 -i -8-3 - -
·a 8-2 ;I .,. - .,. 
1>'1 8-1 - - - ~ ~ - 3.5 ': -
., 8-0 - ~ -btl 7-11 -ell - ~ . 7-10- -
7-9 - - . 
7-8 - ~ - 3.0 -7-7 - . -
7-6 - - -
7-5 - -7-4 - -
7-3 - . - 2.5 -7-2 - - - . 
7-1 - -
7-0 - -
6-11- -
-6-10- - -r- ~ ~ - 2.0 -6-9 -
- -
6-8 - - -6-7 - -
-
6-6 - - -
6-5 - r- ~ - - 1.5 -6-4 - -
-6-3 -
-
-
6-2 - - -6-1 
- -
-6-0 - ~ . - 1.0 -
*These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one time. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. 
t An additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in terms of norms other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it fiat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. Plot the equivalent 
of each test score on the proper lltave and join these points to make the profile. 
i J6 ] 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING LEARNTIJG RATE 
TESTS 
The study calls for teaching 30 words. 15 words are 
colorful, 15 words are abstract. 
The words are to be taught in three lessons, Tuesday, 
Dec. 5, Tuesday, Dec. 12 and Tuesday Jan. 9. 
Ten words will be taught in each lesson, 5 colorful 
words and 5 abstract words. 
The time for the lesson is one hour, 8:30 - 9:30 A. M. 
The words are to be taught in a 20 minute period. 
10 minutes for teaching. 
10 minutes for practice. 
Present tests to three reading groups in this order: 
best, average, slow. 
20 minutes for each group. 
Keep teaching and practice constant. 
Words to be taught in the first lesson. 
Teach the words in this order: 
1. moccasins 
2. damage 
3. broom 
4. envy 
5. whiskers 
6. miserable 
7. thumbs 
8. drowsy 
9. pebble 
10. announcement 
Words 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are colorful words. 
Words 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 are abstract words. 
20 
Words to be taught in the second lesson. 
1. peppermint 
2. government 
3. attic 
4. shrink 
5. tobacco 
6. predicted 
7. sausage 
8. information 
9. pigeon 
10. level 
Words to be taught in the third lesson. 
1. throat 
2. tough 
3. uniform 
4. punishment 
5. knitting 
6. vanish 
7. elbow 
8. calm 
9. price 
10. disguise 
The suggestions for teaching the words follow. 
COLORFUL WORDS 
moccasins 
broom 
LESSON I 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
The Indians made shoes of soft 
leather. These shoes were called 
moccasins. We wear moccas~ns today 
too, sometimes as slippers, some-
times as shoes. 
What work can we make a broom do? 
Mother sweeps the floor with a broo 
A broom helps us to clean the floor I. 
whiskers Do you know of anyone who has 
whiskers? Santa Claus. 
white 11 
lj A cat has whiskers. 
thumbs Show me your thumbs. 
How many thumbs cb you have? 
I! 
I 
2:1 
I 
-=-=I 
~~l 
I 
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pebble 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
damage 
envy 
miserable 
drowsy 
announcement 
-=----==== 
A pebble is a little stone. Some-
times a pebble gets into your sho~, 
and what do you have to do then? 
Where can we find some pebbles? at 
the beach. We have bulbs growing 
in a dish of pebbles. Each little 
stone is a pebble 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
A bad storm can cause damage. 
When two cars have an accident 
sometimes much damage is done. 
When wespoil something we say we 
damage it. What else can we damage 
besides cars? 
damage books damage clothes 
damage toys 
When we wish we had something that 
someone else has, and we do not 
have it, we say we envy them. You 
envy somebody else when you wish 
you had a bike like his or when you
1 
wish you had a _doll like hers. 
When we dont feel well some times 
we say "I feel miserable". When 
it's a rainy or stormy day the 
weather is miserable. 
We don't like to feel sick, and we 
don•-t like bad weather so we say 
it's miserable because we are un-
happy about it. 
When we are tired and feel like 
going to sleep we are drowsy. We 
get drowsy when we are in a room 
that is too hot. We get drowsy 
sometimes if we eat too much. We 
want to go to sleep when we get 
drowsy. 
22 
On the radio I hear a man make an 
announcement. He makes an announce- 1 
ment to tell what station we are I 
listening to, or to tell us about 1 
something that has happened. Mothe, 
can get an announcement in the mail l 
to.t ell her about something that is . ~o~g_t n~RRe~- ======== 
COLORFUL WORDS 
peppermint 
attic 
tobacco 
sausage 
pigeon 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
government 
-- -=...=::..-- ~-=-- -----=-
LESSON 2 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
I like peppermint candy. Peppermint 
is the flavor of some kinds of 
candy like Life Savers and Canada 
mints. Do you know of anything 
else that has peppermint flavor in 
it? Chocolates, frosting, tooth 
paste. 
The attic is upstairs in the house. 
Do you have an attic? What does 
mother keep in the attic? 
Father puts tobacco in his pipe. 
What else has tobacco in it? 
Cigarettes. Tobacco grows and when 
it is dried out it is used by 
people who smoke a pipe or a cigar-
ette. 
Sausages are good to eat. What do 
sausages look like. Yes, they look 
like frankforts but they are a 
different color. We like sausages. 
Mother cooks sausages for breakfast 
or for dinner. 
I saw a pigeon in the yard. What 
does a pigeon look like? Yes, it's 
a big bird. Sometimes he's white, 
or gray, or brown. There are many 
pigeons in the park. 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
Our government is a free government. 
The government is the way the people 
are ruled. The president is the 
head of the government of the 
United States 
23 
shrink 
predicted 
information 
level 
COLORFUL WORDS 
throat 
uniform 
knitting 
- __ j 
---- - -- - ~-:..=.... :..-:::.._ ===--=------
What happens if we wash a sweater 
and then find that it won't fit us 
any more? Yes, it shrinks. If 
Mother washes our clothes, and then 
they don't fit, we say they shrink. 
The weather man predicted that we 
would have a storm. When someone 
tells us something that's going to 
happen we say he predicted it. 
At the railroad station a man gives 
us information about the trains. If 
you want to know something you have 
to get information. On the telephone 
you dial the operation to get infor-
mation about a person's number. 
The floor is level. The table is 
level. When we have a flat even sur-
face we say it is level. When an 
airplane goes up in the air it rises 
until the pilot gets up as high as he 
wants to go, and then he levels off, 
and goes along on a level. 
LESSON 3 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
Where is your throat? Put your 
hand on the part of your neck where 
your throat is. Sometimes when you 
get a cold you get a sore throat. 
A uniform is a suit worn by someone 
who belongs to a special group. Who 
do you know who wears a uniform? 
Policeman, fireman, soldier, sailor, 
marine, Boy Scout, Girl Scout. 
I, 
I 
Mother lost her knitting needle and 
then she couldn't do any more knitting. 
What do you wear that is made by knit~ 
ting? Socks, sweaters, mittens, hats ] 
scarfs. I 
24 
elbow 
price 
ABSTRACT WORDS 
tough 
punishment 
vanish 
calm 
disguise 
Put your hand on your elbow. How 
many elbows do you have? Your elbow 
is the joint in your arm. You can 
bend your arm at the elbow. 
The price of the book is one dollar. 
The price of the coat was ten dollars 
Do you know the price of the news-
paper? What's the. price of an ice 
cream cone? The price is how much 
it costs. 
ENRICHMENT MATERIAL 
The steak was tough. We had to chew 
and chew it. Leather is tough. It 
is hard to wear out. When something 
is hard we say it is tough. 
John had to stay in and go to bed for I 
punishment. If we are naughty Mother 1 
has to punish us. She gives us a 
punishment. 
The magician made the rabbit vanish. 
He made it disappear. 
The water was very still. It looked 
calm. 
On Hallowe'en we wear masks and funny 
1 
clothes to disguise ourselves 
25 
Procedure for teaching colorful words 
1. Teacher prints word on board. 
2. Teacher pronounces word distinctly. 
3. Children pronounce word. 
4. Teacher and children discuss meanings of word. 
5. Teacher shows flashcard with word printed on it. 
6. Each child frames word on flashboard with both hands, 
says the word as he looks at word on flashcard. 
7. Have children match word on flashcard with word on 
board and say word. 
Procedure for teaching abstract words 
1. Teacher prints word on blackboard. 
2. Teacher pronounces word distinctly. 
3. Children pronounce word. 
4. Teacher uses word in sentences. 
5. Teacher and children discuss meanings of word. 
6. Teacher shows flashcard with word printed on it. 
7. Each child frames word on flashcard with both hands 
and says word as he looks at word on flashcard. 
8. Have children match word on flashcard with word on 
blackboard and say word. 
Practice 
10 words are on blackboard. 
10 flashcards with words are on sign holder. 
1. Teacher says- ttrf you find word I call for, you may 
26 
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erase it from blackboard." (Do this for 10 words) 
If child finds wrong word, show him the flashcard with 
word, and have him frame right word on blackboard. 
2. Teacher says- ttLook at words on stand. If you find 
the word I say, you may bring it to me.u 
3. Teacher puts words on stand again. Child may take 
word that he can read. Teacher says- ttFind word that 
you can say. Bring word to me. Say it.'' 
4. Children together say words as teacher flashes the 
10 flashcards. 
10:30 Test each child, individually, using flashcards to 
see how many words he retains. If the child makes an 
error on a word, tell him the right word immediately. 
If the child hesitates on the word for 5 seconds, tell 
him the word. If the child says ttDon't known, tell 
him the word. 
On check sheet 
1. Put V if child says word correctly. 
2. If child says wrong word, put wrong word on check 
sheet. (Correct child iwnediately by telling him what 
the word says.) 
3. If child says UDon't knowtt, put ttDon't known on check 
sheet. (Tell child word immediately.) 
4. If child hesitates on word for 5 seconds, tell him the 
word. Leave space empty on check sheet. 
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11:30 Test each child for the second time. 
Score on check sheet. 
1:30 Tes t each child for the third time. 
Score on check sheet. 
The number of words the child can read at the close of 
the school day will be considered his learning rate. 
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PUN O:F TJ!, STtJRI 
Learning rate i n this study 11 u.eed to tnea;:t t he number . of wol'da a . 
ehlld can recall a• aight t·rol'd• five bo11rs dter a twenty minute teaching 
lea eon. 
'1'~ followin,g d.etails were eons.i<J.ered i.n :planning t he study. 
1, Popu.la. tion 
'' !he preparation ot ~terial . 
4. The testing progra.Jil. 
POPiJLATIOll 
'rhe atudy ineludef.'l 127 children in a r esidential to'ltn-. Six class 
roesu in all were Qed.. J'1ve. vere Ju.•' second g:radet e.nd one va.s a 
comblM.tion gra4e one and tvo. 
!able 1 giYea the mean ehronQlogtcal e.M. mental agel ot the 121 
children .. 
'fABLE X 
!PWJ. CRRONO~GlOAL AND MENfAI, AGE§ 
ox BUMQl ~ e~.A. $. D. QA1i M •.L s. D. 
:Bo7t 65 "l'P•·?mo•· !>-67 87!'•· ?moe. 1.3.8.5 
.. 
· ' 
OtJ'ie 62 ?tn•$mo•• 4··5$ ·91n·1mo· 16.2) 
30 
'l'h6 chronolog11Sal ages of the 'boys r~d !ro111 6yra. lO,mol. t:e ·a1ft. 
llmoe. with a mean ~no logical age of ~a, ~·· Th .. mental agel ot tlut 
. ' -
I 
boys _ ranged from 5Y"l"•• lO.moa. to l2yra. Zmoa .. lrl.th a mean mental a,ee ot s,n. 
'!'he chronological ages of the ,~ 1rl.s ranged _fr~m 6yrs. llmoa. to 8yrt. 
' l().liiOa. _ with a mean. c~nol~e;~c,U age. ~f ?~$' Sntol. !he ment~l agee ot th~ 
age of 9yra 1 
. ~ 
1 mo. 
tt'hh :1ncB.ea.tes that t he ~roup is - :Qove average in .\ ent 1 ability-. 
LfiA.m!l~TG :aAlflli R!ri . 
J'ifteen eolo$3. and :fi:f'teen ab.stl'a.ct worda _ \-Tere chosen from basic 1 .. . 
J'ourth lleadert •o t hat th~ t>iord~ ll'ott1d be new to th() children • . _~Colorful 
ttorda are tho$e which have a d.ofin1te mean.ing for , ch1~dren. Abstra ct rords 
_,. those which haTe little eignif'ie ce for children. When the choice _ o:t 
wotdt ne made c~re wae ta1ten to tncl llde in bo.t}l l1~ts long '!'orda, short 
woi"de, var!ed lett-er combtnat1o.na and ya:ried phonetic blenda. Table l% 
ahowt the word• telected for the atwiy. 
I 1. X>1stant Doorw8.ya~· 1\ib-ltehed by_ S11Y.er BUd.ett Ct;t!. New York, 1947. 
Lucfk e.nd Pluck, Fnbl1ahed by D. C. Hea th end. eo. • Boston, 1942. 
• • • ' . J • ' . 
!badt to Everywhere. l'ubl1!lhed by 31nn tmd (lo. • ;B()ston, 19118. 
. . .. . ' . . . . 
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!A:BS Xl 
lfOIDS USlm II, I.iEA.RnNG BAD · .~§ 
I . 
l 
Xl 
~.n . 
tea.tbttJ" 
thr9&~ 
1~~-­
que;ri 
doo~JI 
heari 
alllga\o:r 
t~iel.•• 
JiU\ut 
~· 
p~.-.ppl·• 
lliOJf. 
'bUJ.l•i 
. ~~~ON ~7 Tnt MA'l'DIAI, 
1ntand.e• 
et~ll 
prpnc~o' . _. 
~llg~l!lenta 
atea11~ . . 
to~da.Uoa 
at-.ppointment 
..... 
&1Ul01-' 
~ .. l'DJ.l., 
0\111.o•l'T 
!he wo~• were I' Tinted oa p•l:,)• tluh o.udt 1n lover . ca.. l•tt•n. 
1b pictu.,. ¥eH ~.a, tlm• •qu.&lidn« the :preeentatton ot eolortttl 
and. a'b•tract vol'48. 
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Oheok t)leet• were macte vt:t~ •pao•• fo't' ChtS:eldng the ohS.ltl' 8 retentioa 
o.t vortt. a•· two difterent · U••. 
lli~~Uon. we.;oe prepared and . ct••J:'l a11 a . confcl'Gac.e, be:to;-e the ~;tud7 
VU. beSUJ'l, to a11 t!W t•achert who. p~ic!pated 111 t~ •t.u47 •. 
. ' . . . . : ' . 
Identical procedutea wel'e followed b all the el&IIJ:Oo•. 
. ,· i .: . 
1. A twenty _mi~a.te _ lea,o~ 1i t~ be . taugh\ _~o- -~ ot thr~• groupe 
beginning a,) , 9.&0:0. •·~· !)right group fll'tt, midd,le gro~p lecond, 
and •low group · third. 
2. !he . tve~~1 minute pe:r1od t• _ dt!~dedl 
a .. · fll'st ten minute . p&J"_1od _present t}l.e - ·~w ~w.o:rdt. . . 
b. Th~ . Me9ond ten minutea 1• uted tor ·p$-ct te on the worda 
follow,. 
l~ \fori pronoun¢~d 41at1nctl.r. bT teacher as fl••h eard ia aho'W!l. 
2, lach eh11d ptonou.nc•• wrct. 
\ton. 
4! lea~~~ lq! te• WOK O!l boa!'d. .. 
5, llach ¢bil4 tramea wor4 U4 r..a.1 l\ • . 
6, Jatlch careS. to wo.ra o~ boa.J"4 • . whe child. ta ~old wha'- cart ... ,.. • 
1, Ohild allowed. to ~·e US'. we~ )?;• can 1'lee4 • .. 
8. Gro.tq> ~••t ot wordt ... entire group rea<}i• word• *om tl.alh ~ 
together. 
:---- ----------=--====---
I 
'i 
I 
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The vordl wen taught tn the follo~~ order; 
J'1nt Le .. pn 
1, baooA 
2. intended 
:h feather 
4. •tnnPh 
5. ~oat 
6, prono't11104t 
.,, 1.q) 
Second~ LelloD 
l, doctor 
2, • teal, in« 
3! hear\ 
4! toun4at1oJl 
5, allt.~&toi' 
,, """· 
1. ioio1ea 
Third Le~!!OD 
1, carrot 
2! annoyed 
:). 'Dineapplet 
. . - .. ~ 
4! gt>TerMent 
5. tvoi'4 
• • p • 
6, CJ1U1,oait7 
7, bullet 
8, arrant;eaen'• 8, d.!u..PPOintaq.t 8, •rei" 
9, qa&r'\ ?• atllltal't ; ·, :raccooa 
lo,. ord.S.~ 10. aeved 10~ . •.ol811ft17 
Worda 1, :3. 5. 7. 9. are colorful. Wol"da 2, . 4, 6, 8, 10, are ab~atract. 
L1ated below are the auu;e•ttona for teaoht~ the worda which were 
ctTD to each te.U.r at the 1111 tlal oontennce. 
WSOR! 
l eat bacon and e~. 
When. d.o you eat bacon t 
:Oirda have ~ teathera. 
tf'M.t colol" tea:thera do indiana 11 tet 
:Pta.t your hand on your throat. 
~ do we 11ae our throaU 
34 
iamb 
atrengtll 
pr.onou.nce 
0 rd itJa1!t' 
1 1-'b !• e. . bab;y sheep. 
Where did you. ae& t he le.m'bt 
-
A U,t.r@ milk 'l:lottle holda a. quart. 
What do :rou. b~ b1 the quart' 
LESSON li 
SUGGES'l'IO'NS 
We 1nt•na.a (plaJU'led) to go ho:~ne aoon. 
What ha.a mother 1ntende4 to dot 
f!he at,l'e~ C?l ov arJII' 11 gnat. 
How do you ahov . at.r,e&1hJ 
I can pronogce- (~q) . yolll" name. 
. . 
'tle dld o~~ ordin~ (usual.) wo rk . 
What gr41na27; t hin did you dot 
LJIS$01' JJ 
SUOOIIl.S!lOd .· 
Th~ doctor takes c e of u.s .hen we are 
sick. 
Did the doctor come to sChool! 
35 
= 
heari 
a.l11gatcr 
1c1qlee 
tou.nd.atlon 
reTe rae 
d1a&ppo1ntment 
Hy valf,mtin~ is _heart share<\. 
Where is your heartt 
·My mother _has n al11mtor . "bag. 
Where doea o.n alliiptor livet 
!here _ ve.re icicle• . hanging from the roof. 
Row long were the 1eiolea1 
Some peop1~ lilce .s.•tard on haa. 
When do you. eat lft11tal"dt 
SVGGESTIOIS 
fhe bab7 w.a •t;al!lp,c a new to7. 
Who waa stealin;your tloverel 
f.his school haa a cement fo~tion.(cellar) 
What kind of foundation is in yo r house! 
J'ather put th~ ear into r .eT rs 
go bac 
Oan you rgurat yoU%' va.lldngt 
The ~1aappo1ntment ~e tts aad. 
Wbs.t waa ;your dhap;pointme·ntt 
MotheJ' aewecl . tbAt hole in my mit,ena. 
Who •ewect ::sett7 •a areatt 
36 
pineapple• 
'bull•' 
raccoon 
annoyed 
tJ»Vernment 
LESSOlf Ill 
St1GGESTlOJJS 
A rabbit ~ill eat ~ carrot. 
What eo lor ia a. earrot t 
.Pineapple• look like pine con••. 
It a J?lneawle tltce roWld. t 
4 .nord hu a lont; ~in ted blade. 
When d.o T01l ~· a Po!!! t 
!he b'l11.1e't wa• ehot trc»m the ga.n. 
What ahape ie a buUett 
Soae llfOil•n wear reocogn coa\ •• 
Did 7ou ••• the raccoon at the soot 
LISSOlf Ill 
SUOGESIJ!IOJI'S 
·!he crying babr &nno;c!d (diaturbed) me. 
What amlO:f!d 70Ul 
!he a.mertean e;ove:rnment b good. . •I 
Who 1• the head of our Go•ernment1 
Iter eu.ri.otltl made h~r open the door. 
What did your curtoait;r ~ you dot 
cxerciae 
aoleJJmlT 
1'he o· ening ex~reiee 11 a pr ayer and a 
a lute . to t he . n~.: 
When do you. do Y'<HU' .exercise! 
!he ~iniater laid t~ p,.,.r aol•!!lr· 
dan you. walk aole1111l.z' 
F.ne second ten minute• .of each teachlrl(; leteon vat ll8ed toJt drill. on 
the te~ word• t~\. 
1!' Rave child frame wol"d on bo&tt vbe~ "!ffM it nailed b7 the teacher. 
2~ l.te.tch word card ~ voJ'd on the boal"d. 
'~ Plq pottasan pe. 
4! Child eraaea w..-d that he know. 
5. Entire group rmew wordt in unison fro• flaah os.l'dt. 
'-'he learning rat~ teata ver~ giTen by t }:le . elaaaroom ~.ea~ert d.nring 
the l&at three weeke in Jana.ai7 on the day: moat eonTen~ent for e~ teacher. 
All teachel'l followed the la.tne . directionlt aB J)t'eTiou.aly expl a.ined. 
Penniaaion wal aecured boo• t he ~ing Consul tant and the Superinten-
dent of School• to carry on the atad.y. 
Jach child vaa teated with flash oard,a, one hour aft.er the teachi~ 
leaeoD., and agab juat before the dilmiet&i &t 'al$ P.M. IJ.ihe final. score 
va.a couide:r.d to be the rate ot learnin«. The ehUd waa told &ey WQrd if 
Jut heaUated for fiTe teconAa, and enor1 ·were eorrec'-4 buMd1a.t•17· 
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At- the conclusion of t }:l.e stunr neh teacher ee.T6 t he Pi tncr Cu~inghait 
l 2 
· Prima.:r;y t~s~ Form A. for Primary_ Grades , o.ncl the Metropolit"'n Ach!ev ment 
teats Form ,, Primary U Ba ttery. 
vJ[,Y(. 
- The dat-. _ya•'analyse4 a.nd will be vre$~ntod. in the next elmpter. 
. . - . · - - ' . . - . . ' ' . . . . 
1~ Pu.blish d by World l3ook Ci>sitps ny; Tonkera...on"!"Hudson! Ne _ Tor ~ 1938· 
2. Pu.blishet ltr World :SO.Gk Comp~, Tonlt~ra-on-Hu.dson, r7ew York,. 1948. 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
... 
OHAPDR ll 
.. JJU.Lts.IS OJ' l?AT;A 
'P~e data vae analysed to d1acoftrt 
1. !he learning r ate o"f eolortul and a.bstra.~t worda. 
2, blationahip o"f leanting r a te and re~ing achievement·. 
,, lex dif'fereneet in the aame tunetiona. 
l,J.. - Oollfualon in the learning of the vrorda :presented. 
!able Ul ehoWI the comp~aon ~f ;-a te of learning; of abstract and 
colorlul. vorda tor the total population. 
!l.dL:I· II! 
mMPwiQ• or OOU?l!Ftg, AN? .USWO! VOlU>S 
GBO'O'P m. Meaa S.l). S.E. Ditt S.J. o .a. 
• • diU • . . . . .. -
COICBJIDL 127 13-56 2.5, 
·23 
.. 
UST!U.O! U? 10.99 4.~6 ., 2.Y/ .lflt s.84 
... 
·The mean acor tor the ooJ.o.rful v~rd~ w.a 1).56 · co..n.c\_ld,h_l0.99 
for the abatract vorcta. !he critical ratio bei~ 5•84 •hova the difte~enot~ 
11 atatiatie&ll-7 dcni:tica.nt i·n tawr ot colorful wordt. 
!able IV ehowa the relationship ot learning rate and reaclin& achie~ . 
... 
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wxz tv 
lWA!lODJIIP . OJ L!A!!JNO. !AD 'fO gp!D .AQmlC,J!MIB 
.-. 
.. 
hcto:ra llua'bel'" 
·-· 
s. I. 
Le ruing Rate 8.nd 
llead.itag .A.ehteTt~~Da\ 121 ~699 ._o_s.s 
. !'he eonelaUoll of t~ -l~a.rning r a te a.n.d l'ead~ng aehieveoent if .699 
with a :probable e:rro:r .ot •. 08,5. fhh .it a hil!:}l' podtive eorrelation. 
'able T ahowa the, di!terence in rate ot letarning bet 1een boya and girl•. 
~' 
§!6 DJUYflmUS . ,IN _lf_P.E ~JNG M'n1. OJ !9JP.!. 
-
_., ., . . 
... 
.. 
Q,oot~,P No. M.u. S.D. s.:m. Di:tt S. E. c.a: 
• • d!ft' -. . ·- . ~ 
!ot~ 65 2l·" 6.14 .eo . .. 
.. 
. . 
" l.liJ. o,.e, 1.:37 
" 
MrlAI 62 22.22 5·'16 
·"' - -
-
The mean 1eore tor th~ bo71 is 23.36 co~tpa.red with ,22.22 tor the girla . 
I 
The c!'itieal ~s.tio being 1 .)7 ahowl that the d11'te:re!lce ie not sta.t1eticall.7 
s\gnlf'ieant. Ther~ are 82 chances in lO.Q that thb if a true difference ill 
taw~ ot the gj.tla._. 
!able VI than the . dit'fer once in. t he re~te of le r nin . oi' bstraet 
vord• by boy11 and girl• .. 
r.Gu n 
IS. DllJ'.IDP!m!! 11 IaJNmiiO Al!§!R.AO! 1fOl!l?! 
. . 
Group }fO. M-.. S.D. S.l. Ds.tt - -S.ll. a. :a. 
•• • dift --·· 
Do;rt 65 10..28 4.0;? .5]. . " . I 
·-· 
'" 1.25 .74 1.69 
Girl• 62 ll.5; 4.14 
·53 
.. 
' . 
~_mesa 8()()~.8 to.r _thfl __ 'boya _ ~·l.o..~ . ~!np~ed. 1rri,th n.5j_ i'Q~ ~~· ci~l·~ 
The cri tical ratio 'be1M 1.69 ahowe that the d.itter ence 1• not ata ttstieall.T 
•· • • , • • -- I .. - , . ; • • - - • • • •·' • · · ·~ •• • • - - - - • • 
a1gniticant. Ther, &1"e 9Q cr..anee1 in 100. t l'l..a.t t his 1S a. true d!ff r enee in 
t a.TOr of t ho girla .. 
'fable Ttl 8how th,- difference ill: the rate of learning of eolort'u.l 
words by boy.a and, girl•. 
mr.;l til 
SJJ l>Itpg!DJQ! _ Ul LIAI.JIBG. OQJPliiUic !OIDI 
. .. 
--·-
. ,. 
<troup No. Me&.Jt S.D. S.l'il. l>ltt S .. J. O.ll. 
• • . "' .. di'li' 
:SOya 6$ 1,., 2/19 
·'" 
.. . . " .. 
· I ' 
.. ". 
.51 .4J 1.2? 
Girl• 62 '13.94 2.22 • 28 
,, 
. . .. _... .. 
!.he _mean_ ·~~ tor _ th~ .bc;ya 1a 1.).37 compared vHh ~3·9~ .. for t~e rla! 
·!he cr!ti~ ratio being .1.27 aho rs _ tnat . t~e. d;if:terenee is_ J?.Ot ~tat _ atiea!g 
a ign1t1can\. !l'her~ are 80. chaneea 1n l O.Q tha.t this iS a tru difference in 
favor of the gtrla. 
!able n11 ahova the d.itt'el"enae- in ~ea41ng aehienmen' b7· bo7B and gtrl•. 
·!AELJ nn 
px Dl'l'W:trCI Ill' !!ARt• ACBim'MD! 
Gt"Ou.p ... Meu a.n. s .•. Dift S.ll. 
am 
C.ll. 
I 
,, oi 
... • 
" 
__,_; J: 
:SO ,.a &s ,.22 
·995 .Ul .. . .; ',. 
,2, .16 1 .. 44 
CH.rl• 62 .).45 ·915 .116 
... . 
... !he mean ·~!"e ~f!%' th~ . ~oys _ ~~ ,.22 ~o~ed. V!~h 3!45 to~ . t~e gi~la . 
!he cri ties.+ rati~ 'be1,ne·1.44 ahp~ _t he dift_~~e~c~ 1! not ... .at~t ~tieall,-__ 
• • - - • # . 
~ign1~~~t. _ !he~~ -~ 8.S cha:nQeB in 10.0. that t h1a iS a. true i :tf e r enee 
in tawr ot the girl a. ... 
fhe d@.t& was analpf)d_ for . the ~~ber and t;roea . of at\bati t t;tion,a_ tl)a~~ -
. . . 
vet-e made in the lea.rning rate. Errors were made by aubsti t 1.ting words of 
- . \. . - .. . . . - - . .... -. .. .. " . - - . -. -- . .. . -- " --
... 
b1'. !~clo4-int; ~rd.a not_ in. t he tett. ! able' XX shows the en-on and. subst1-
' tu~i:ona 1J1 abstract word•. 
·44 
wmxx 
JDQBS 1W .USfMgf !QDI 
VOI(D ~~JJ!X1'0'1JOJI' JD. APDG V,OID m. 
. . . 
intended ~~en<l~nce 
' 
at tad 1 
~nvent.ec1 1 atten.dance 
' '-n~ente4 1 
•'re!lgth throa' 2 st~rll 1 ~ 
-.. ~'--· -~ 
pl'Onounce 1!).~-ru.l~ l 1>8~ ~ 
nrotena ,. p~~~ 1 
arrangements 1ntende~ 
. . 
1 aga~ - 1 
ap:po~ntme~- .. .. 2. alwa.ya ) 
&nl\()~ement• 1 
" 
ord1nal7 ord.e~ 3 alwa.ya 
··~'~ ato1e 1 ~oundatio~ ~41tion 
revet•e IU'l'8.DgeJMD,. 
~;1--•.S. 
4iaappo1ntment ~t 1 Jl~· 
Jil~nounq~ -· 1 --Jl~ 
fqu.nd9.t!o~ 1 dtctate-.-nt 
d1.aa.ppo1~te4 1 
-=-----=. 
' 
a awed 
m••~•• 
cWI'io11t1 
exero1ae 
aolemril7 
t,'O'Y@'POl' 
~· 
0~~~-
Otn1.cUJi q 
exerotaeli 
!1!ULE l.X ( CONTINttED) 
1 
1 
% 
1 
1. 
~ 
' 
l 
angrr_ . 
~~j~;red 
~· · · 
~~ 
'~~flk .. . -· 
·~~h 
ai~fli1\.7 
a lowly 
l 
u 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
Table X ar..oWJ the enon a.ncl sttbatitntiona made in color:!\11 :rorda .. 
fABLllX 
DllOJ§ Ilf cqtgpyL WOJ.P! 
Voti.D SU.S.S!IMIOB uo. JJlDllD WORD 11). 
baco!l 
, ...... t.~t 1 , . 
-~·-- ~ .. l neck $ 
·~b. 1 
lulb ahMp 2 
- 45 
qua.r,_. 
doc~~r 
hea.r.t 
@.l~1ga~or. 
1c1~~ 
mt18~ 
~· 
p\Ue&pple• 
•vor4_ 
ballet 
&ppl.e 
1n\e.na.A 
T.&lJLI X (OOl~INUEDl__ 
2 jar 
1 
1 
_,nn&i •• 
~· 
P~. 
--~ 
~-- - -
~P.t$!)p_ 
P.q~§it.phe 
;roa4 
1 
1 
1 
J. 
' 
~ 
1 
_. ta'ble X.I . BbQWB .. th~ n~ber _of_ CQfrect :response• for a.batraot and 
colorfttl word.a {;inn b:r l27 children. 
'UllLEXl 
_"RtJMBD OJ' CO~ tp:SPONSES nr L.EAlmntG .DA!E TESTS 
OOLORJ'UL 
W'ord lb. 
li.? 
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fULl Xl ( OOll'timJEJ)) __ 
e•roiae 1U tea~~r U4 ; 
go'i'c~ent 1~8 ~-P lil 
atealirt« 10.1 . ~ari~ 120 . 
a~rnct~ .. ·?9. ~o..l1•t 119 
f9~tion 91 '-'0!9!!• 118 ,- t ' 
rono~c• 9.$ ~"' 11~ 
r~nri~ _ 91 q~--- 114 
~iaa.ppo intment 88 ~~~~ 114 
lnt~d~d 86 -~' 113 
0~ 85 &:1~1ga.tor 112 
a.nno:ved S2 \~~. U2 
&J"J'8.Dgeeent• SQ. ~oil 108 
l(t~~7 1~ ptne!:pp1el ~-7-
ctaioa~t7 73 ~ .. , .. . _10.5 
Qo~o~ ve>%'111 ve~ cor.rec~l;r re~-..a to 91 perceJ).t o~ t~. time. 
'!ba\ 1a. there v~n 1721 correct re•pc;na•• oa.t ~t a_ !XJI•i~l• 190.5 • 
.Ab~tract wor4t l~cuncl. _cone~t l'etpOntea . 73. p~ceJ).t of the . tJ•· 
!bat 11, t~re were l,S7 correct reaponaea out ·O'r a. poaaible 190.5. 
- . .. . 
The 18 percent di!torenee shows a. variance 1n t a.•or of colorful vorda. 
. . - .. . . . . . . . . _._ .. . •. . . -
the YO~ •doctor" S.a t~ eolor!\11 word retained. 'b7 t he . gr~teet number 
ot ehil~en. . !h,ere we~e 125 _ CIO't'~ec~ ;-~tpona~~ o.u.t . o~ a._ poa~tble 12?. _ ~ 
'!'he colortul . ~ord_ ~etained b,- tJ:te . ~ea.~t n~er _ ot c..lti~-~ren was •nccoon •. 
!l'here we1"e 10,? correct· responaea ou.t of a possible 127. 
The ord •awed• is t he abatr~t 'lfrol'd ro~a.~ned by t he p,;-aa.t o~Jt t;:Lumber 
of children. There were _111 correct r eaponaea out ot . poaeil?~e. 127 •. 'J!he; 
abatrac' word re\atned by- the lea.et nuber ot _ childre:r,t vaa 1curtos1 t,-•. 
There wttre ·en ®!J'ect reep()J'uael out ot a po•,ibl.e 1.27. 
·~ere vere- 68 children who· leal"!ted aU of . ~he. oolort111. worda. l!oveTer 
o1'111' 35 eh114J'u le$l"Aed all of the abatn.ct wora.. 
-- ~---
- . ~ 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-- -===---- -------=----=====- -- _-----::::-=. ---=- -:-- -==-- ---------- ------- - --- -- - - -- - - - --
-·, 
O.RA,PDa lii 
~mn.wq: AllD CO~g;t1!I9!1, '., .... ··-. . . 
.. IJ:le· } !lrp0$8 _ of this __ !~~ walt to e~~re- t~~ ra.t~ - ~~ leEU"ni~. o'!_ 
¢o~(!)~~ ~ abstract wo:'d.t i.n. G~e :U. f.ll~: JlO:pu.lc._ti1?1t ae;t_ e~ed . t"Qr 
~hl.a -~tudT ~ 121 . boya and. ~~l.a . ~n tho ~o.et>~ &r~~e_ ot . a. ~si~~nt_1~J 
to)ln ill. ~sa.chU;aet~• · ~~ group~ ot t~n.~ WQ~• - 'Were . used'! . !'ht sa.me -· .1 
word.a wer-e . taught . to all_ pu.pilt. 1!he. ~~nt": ra~e liaS J?~e~e:r).ted by a1x 
different teacher. i:n t}lelr o~ elassr~oJI\a -to· _their own pt~.pila~ .. !rhe 
P.itne:r-O~»n$.~ J?t1~s.~ 'fest. Fo~ 4 •.. ~d i;~ _Metropoi'-t~ . .Aehievement 
tteatt fr1ntAJT Xl .lJe.ttef'1 Jlol'JI "-'• _were gS.-nn.· dl.Ui~ the atu.d)r. 
~e concltm.lona Q'bt~~~c!. ~om t~ cla.\a ,_ •• . 
1. The. r"~ ot le~i.:Dg of c~lo~ ~d ab.~rac~ yo~• t~ve4 
ata.t1atl~l~ a •*-~tice.n~ 4tfteNDCStt .!A ~a.To't -t?f col~$]. word.•. 
2~ '.l'here. wa.e no •ta~~etical s,f.gn$f1ea.~t d~tr~r.&nf3e 1n .l~~~ rate . 
b7 6#.t'la and ~P.~. -~ . d1t~,.r~ctJ . ,ere Jill .in fa'f't/~·- ~t t~ girl. I. 
a.. ~e e~it1·ealll!'&~io t~r. tl:J,e to~a.l --~~lW _. 1.37. The. 
d.U".t~rence wa:8: ~~ . :t~yor ot ~~ . girl.•-' · 
c. -~~ _;r! ~1~ !'B.-~:1~. ln ®71\',t)aring eb lori\tl words w&s l. 47 in 
te,.1'0l', ot tl;.~. ~1"11 . . . . . 
3· ~ere ws a definl'~ 'r&la.tton•hlp between learning r e te :l1'ld 
read~ng ~¢hS:.ey_~ont ~ . •r • 
~ .. . . ... 
b. The dif:f'~renee in ll:'eading achievement was in :f'aT01" o'l the 
girls. The critical ratio was 1.44. 
4. The study of the data on the number of correct 
reaponses for colorful words and abstract words 
showed that all of the colorful words were learned 
by 68 children whereas only 35 children learned all 
of the abstract words. The percent of correct 
responses on colorful words was 91. The percent of 
correct responses on abstract words was 73. There 
was a difference of 18% in favor of colorful words. 
I 
I 
AP PENDIX 
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P~PJL 1 S NA:E------~ ~ ) ·J fTOOL--- ~·WI--~ 
11 ~( 0 am 2:30 pm commen'l.;s __ ,_......_, 
carr.ot ---r--·· -- : 
---····--·--- ------i-----------i--· --------~----------
annoyed I I i 
--·---------·- t-. __ !. __________ 1 I ,-- ·- -r--·-------
pj ::1•\1a:pples I I I 
---- ·-i- --~ \ 
I I I 
'--t- -----·---,-·-------~---~.-
1 I I 
·--·-------·-·- ---·-~-- --·•·•}u: •·.<-·k-·-•-·...,--~-~~~~~.---- --·----
1 ~ l t ~--------. ··- ·-----r·· ----·---·- .. __ . · -- -· -·- i · --------- - - -- ------- --
(_..,_.;~.:tla t 1 _j i 
----···-~---- --~~-1 ·-· --- I . i 
exercise t ~ =1 ________________ j_;,_,._ --~ ··-
•'):.lT.'iosi ty 
1 J ! ,;:-~:~c~; .r··~,r~ 1 1 · I 
------ --·--·-m-•--·-· ·...,--•1 .. ---·-..------~,__-_,. ____ '"i""i-'---------
S olemnly ! i ·I 
·----------~-------·---~--------------~---~-----·-m-- ---~·~-------m·-----------
Show flash co.1 .. ds R t teacher~ s deak ind:l vi dually. 
Tall word if r..o±l known s.f·ter 5 seconds. 
~==~r=======================================~===== 
01W?1'E. I 
.t> LAN 0 l!"' 'l'tr' 
Le rning rat a used in this atucly means th 
words a child can recall as eight ords five hours 
intenei'fe 20 minute teaching period. 
In ..>lanning th etuiJy tbe follo 1ng. details 
consider d: 
1. opu.lation 
2. s leotion of oras 
3 . T aobing material 
4 . fest ing program 
.POfU~UliO 
numb r of 
fter n 
fh number of children ho partioi tea in the tot 1 
e:xp riment wa 96. Four secona gr des in the oen er of 
large industrial o ity ·ere used . 
Permission as seourea f rom tb Erimu.ry Supervisor to 
carry on th study. The writer met with each of the four 
teache a to expl in the plan and purpose of the study. 
~abl I ho s the me · n chronological and ment 1 ag of 
the 95 ohildr n. 
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SEX • s . l) . • s . D. 
Bo 51 7 ra. 6 mos . 8 . 52 . 7 6 . 99 
Girls 44 7 rs. 3 mos . 6 · 31 7 ra . 6 mos . 
~h cbronologioal asas of the boys ranged from 6 i'rfh 
8 os. to 9 yrs. 5 mo • wi th a me n of 7 yre . 6 mos ~ b 
ment 1 a gee of · he boye ranged. from 6 yrs. l mo. to 9 yrs . 
1 mo. · 1 tb a mean of 7 yrs. 1 0 mos. . h ohronologio l ge 
of the girls r. nge from 6 yre. to a yrs. 10 mos. with m . n 
of ? yrs . 3 moe. ~he mental ages of the girls :ranged f rom 
6 yrs. to 9 yrs . 2 mos. witb a mean of 7 yrs . a mos . 
Tb cbronol ogioul agee of the tot l popul tion r ngea 
from 6 yrs . to 9 yrs . 5 mos . \ itb a mean of 7 yrs. 4 e. 
' b menta l oge ranged from 6 yrs. t o 9 yra. 2 mos. ith a 
mean of 7 yrs. 9 mos. ~his ind io t s th~t the gr oup 1e a 
11 tle abov e:ver ge in mant,ll ab ilit ¥ • 
1
. he Kubl nn- nd raon Teet. Grade III.l given to 
determine the intelligence quot i ent. 
1 . l:lublish 4 by Education l F'u.blishere. Inc., ·innea. olis, 
· inn. 194 • 
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or wl 
violin 
xpeot 
onion 
untidy 
crown 
ache 
I sa a 
the 
lon 
The 1mm1ng t~ oher aho a u 
bo to do t he or wl. 
violin is sometimes oalled 
fiddle. 
D1ok pl ys a eat mueio on bi~ 
violin. 
Your moth r 111 expect you t o 
come straight bo e lrom scboo~ 
1 e~eot to go to Bos t on 
omorrow. 
· other had onions f or dinn r. 
The !I r.mer planted many ro s of 
onions. 
If e do not comb our 
will be P;,nti4¥• 
ir it 
Some children ke p their d. eke 
var J untic.tz . 
The King we re a crown of gola . 
They ill orown b r t he queen of 
tbe fairies . 
ot her h s n aobe in her b ck. 
-
1 hope your tooth doesn ' t ache 
-tomorro • 
I II 
.I il s9' 
',',· -·----------------------------------------~~~~ __ LESSON 2 . 
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, ORDS 
doughnut -
bitch 
radiat or 
pr tend 
quash 
finish d 
ought 
Moth r bought a dozen ous~ut a 
t tb b ke ahop . 
I l i ke aoyhnut a with sugar on 
th m.- · 
The fa rmer . ill hitch tb hor s 
to the wagon. 
uspcnd r 
Wben t h 1\lrnao ia going th 
r adiator is hot . 
James a t near the radi t or 
b ecause be w s cold. · 
Sometim s i n the gymnasium w 
pretenc1 th t e r e auok:e . 
I pretend I am aslee~ when mother 
comes into the bedroom. ~
1 ~h . farmer gr ows sg_uash in h is 
garden. · 
One ·of the v get blee 
dinner was _e:uash. 
~ or k is finished. 
had f or 
John bas .finished re di ng th t 
book. 
rmly in 
iilary s tudiedher spelling so she 
ousht t o · get .one bundr d . 
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must ohe On Rallo e' . n ntgbt Dio 
muet&oh • 
Charles's f ther baa 
1/ 
II 
ore 
II 
ohe. 1 
----------------------------------·,1 
collect ion Our aobool had collect ion of 1 
old olo bes for~ t he poor ~~ 
children of Europe. i 
l t1 church tbe men t k u 
c oll.,ot ion. 
I! 
---------------------------------------il 
f. ucet 
ju1o 
worri d 
p racbute 
r a i ins 
Th cold water ft;~Ut)et is r unning . I 
B o re:fUl ben you tllrn on t he 
hot ater fauoet . 
LESSOB 3 
I have orange . J~ioe every 
morning. · 
oth r .squeezes tbe ~ice from 
the oranges . 
.hen n irplan is ·in trouble 
the ilot uses his parachut e 
to d.rop to tho grouna. 
R is ins are dried grapes . 
' other put raisins in the oak. 
I 
inter s ting 
kn1~ 
los 
t k ttl 
uit 
THE 
1:b man on th .r a 1o t old s n 
inter at iris story. 
:.'b n ~e reaa e f ind out 
interest ins hings . 
e use a knife o out our food. 
Som times a knife is very e rp. 
Children lose · h ir mitt n 
ev ry W'l'iiier. 
id yo r s i de lo e the e 
-
' ot f1lle4 tb 
. t . r . 
~he teakettl 1 ke t o th 
.stove. 
1 
Sometim a it get 
t hi ro • 
rm in 
n ohildr n b o b en ~uite 
siok 1th colds . 
II 
be 1 rning r te t r g iv n dur ing the eoond eek 1 
of D eemb r and the s econd ·nd thir w ek of J n ry. · h 
t st re carried on in fOUl" ola s room by the o aer o 
aobera . 
T o of the t e chars r miliar ' lith the le rning r te 
- ~ 
test , h ving u~ · it pr iously , bile to . r not . On o 
th 1 tt r as a l iberal arts gr a duat e ith one 1 r's 
x rience in pri ary grad s . The others 1er exp ~ienoed 
6:1 
pri r1 gr d t eh r • 
Th ti for gi ing th l .rnin r te te.s on hour ... 
• - . t() 10:00 • ·n .ord , . ol r -
fi bstr ot . or tbr 
• ·In acb of tb to c e ro p 
coording to tl1 ir r oing obi ament in tb c 
room. :.~.:h best group t n fir t , tb 
a t nd tb low oup u ken 1~ t . fh t n o~d 
t:-1u ht in t nt:v .1nut p riod to eb roup. ~h fir t 
t n minut nt in intro u . th h 
t n 1. ute in giving m 11'3 pr ct to • 
'X he cl 5 8 w re on 0 e i n • E ab cbil d 
in iviau lly with as hear .G b for h ., n ho e t noon to 
ho h h r t tn. • fl'Oth II' t 4-
minis r d 1nd1vlclu ·lly b ·tor t he chilo r; n 
-
thirty. !h e l t cores r eon id r d to b th r t of 
1 rni · • 
Af ter tbe thr t s t b d 'b n 1 n nd. tb 1 rni 
r t d .er in 
• 
oh t v h r cla he. · tro. olit n 
Achiev nt zr t 2r1 rt .II al 1n or er to co r 
le rn1ns: ra itb r din· m nt . 
Th r ul of th t t r pr n d in th next c pter . 
1 . rubli he by 1orl B ok Com ny, 
'lor , 1946. 
n · r - on- on, 
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C PTE II 
Ninety ... five childr n ere included in this study. ~hirty 
ords 'f1 r used. fif ·een colorful _ nd fift abetraot . ~he e 
words ere divided in tbree groups of ten ords e eh. In 
ch group of t -en were five colorful and five abstract ora • 
~h data ere naly~ d to discover: 
1. The oompar1e.on in a.ohievement of o olorf'ul and 
abstract ords. 
2 . Sex diff reno s in learntng rate and 
a.obievem nt. 
3. Correlation bet een le rning r te and r eading 
achiav ment. 
4. mber and ty. a o! rror in le rning r te. 
1' ble III aho s the oomp rison of t h rat of l rn.ing 
of colorful and bstr ct word of the total popul tion . 
~ABLE III 
G OUP NO. 'EAH S,D. 6al t . C. R. 
Colorful 96 13. 46 •:. . 13 , 22 1. 95 . 4'1 4 . 16 
Abstract 95 11~ 51 3 . 39 . 36 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
il 
The mean score for colorful , orae was 13. 46 ootn :mr d itb i 
11. l for ubstr ct or de. The critic 1 r t io- of 4 .15 sho 
I th is signif'.icent in favor of colorful words . 
,, 
I 
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I 
ble 1 abo t h o · riaon of tb l nin r · t of 
lcol rtnl nd bstr ct ~or fo.r tb boy and ,irl • 
IV ! T :a 
I 
S.D. a , • •• diff. ' • .1 • 
61 24 . 35 5. 67 . '19 1 . 29 1. 04 1 . 2 
Girl 4 . 49 . 68 
Tb me n · cor or th girls 1 25. 6 10rd co r 
ith ~4. 3 ords for h boy • ~. h ori io l r t io of 1 . · 
abo · a the differ nee s not st ti t1call7 1 rtifi . nt . h.or 
ar 78 chonc e ia 100 that hh1 1 tru d1ff r nc 1 f vor 
of irls . 
ble V co p r th r t of 1 rnin of b tract or 
by boy nd girl • 
61 11. 2 
Girl 44 12. 06 
h ll oor for 
S.D. 
3 .. 60 
. 2 . 96 
the boy 
• 50 
• 
s 11. 24 
1 . 80 
c.a. f • 
d itb 
12. 0 for th girl • 'liho critic l ratio of 2. 6 ho t 
t h1 a 1 f r no i no s tis ll signific nt . .h r r 9 
cb · no in 100 h t thi i tru diff r in vor of 1rl 
64> 
Table VI oomp re tbe rate of learning of colorful vord · 
by boys nd girls . 
SEX DI.FE'E · ' CES 
GROUf . D. s . ''! c. • 
Bo a 51 13. 06 2. 61 . 37 
. 64 . 49 1 . 32 
Girls 44 13. 70 2 . 00 . 32 
The mean so ore :tor the boys us 13. 06 as oompar d th 
13. 70 f or tbe gi rl • The critical r tio of 1. 32 ho e th t 
thi differ no is not s t tistio lly signifio nt . There 
81 obanoes in 100 tbat th i s is a true difference i n f vor of 
the girls . 
Table VII oom.pares t he reading ob1evement of boys anti 
· trls . 
TABlE VII 
Gl:~OUP NO. .w.E.c S. D. s .s . Dl .F • 5Aftt. c.R • m m 
Bo 8 61 2 l'• 8 mo. 6 . 60 . 92 2 mos . 1 . 26 1.19 
Girls 44 3 gr. 5 . '19 . 6'1 
Tb mean score i'or the boys w a second gro.cle eighth month 
as compared 1i tb third grade for the girls . The oritio 1 r tio 
of 1. 19 shows the differeno is not statistic l ly significant . 
11here are '16 chanc a i n 100 tha t this is t rue eignifiounoe 
in favor o girls . 
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olown 
grOUll 
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r 81 t ·r 
sor tob 
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spinach 
bot 
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• f 1ddl " ub ti u _d for • violi n" . 
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bi hows tb rror in ab tr o or • 
'0RD o. 
s ral XJ.'&Ot 2 s v n 
violin l ver7 1 
bou u t 1 low 1 
saving 1 
f ·w 1 
or l crown l orowa l 
s v r 1 l cluck 1 
co l 
cr p 1 
x eo onion l exc l l n 
untidy l ina 0 1 
11 c l 
XC pt 1 
1 untidy violin tiq 1 
h n 1 
i nto 1 
until 1 
I id 1 
I 
ohe l 2 I oro. egs 
I anchor l out 1 
I 
I b1 oh - pr tend 1 book 2 
I h · tCh 1 
I pr tend q b. l co nt 1 
I p.r t tJ 1 
I lt - b 11 v 1 
I f1ni h f uo t 'I 
ooll ction bouqu l collect 9 
collect in 6 
ought . uto l 
c u ht 1 
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b ra t, 'I t1 • For y.one non-t s 4 ords r iT n 
re po by th children. A iff ren t n of the or 
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0 OLOR.I:!'UL \iO""' .tUl?IL ABSTRACT ~ 1/ 0 ' 
RESi'ON •S 
onions 89 ex . ot '19 
must ob sa lose '16 
sq sh 86 obe 76 
teakettle 84 i nteresting '15 
bouqu t 7'1 pretend 74 
radia or '14 a s ign 72 
r 1 in 73 finish d 71 
anchor 72 collect ion 68 
pa obu 72 ought 05 
iolin 71 untidJ 63 
f. uoe 68 a veral . 61 
oro 6'1 uite 66 
Tb ercent of oorr ot r spon 8 on oolorf\11 ords 
84, Ther ere 1191 corr ot r ponsea out of a po sibl 
1426. "Juio n as the e niest colorfUl orcl t· ught. t 
96 pupils, u.s many as 96 of th children learned . t . 
"Crown" as the most dif':fiou1t . Onl y 72 of the children 
ret a i nea 1 t . 
s 
of 
'rhe percent of corr at r ponee on the abatraot or a 
as 77. Th re ere 1091 oorr ot r sponoe. out of possibl 
142 6 . h .ora "cr awl" . s retuined by 08 out of the 96 
obildr t st d or 3 p rcent o f the • thus me. i n 1 tb 
easi at ba raot or taught . £he ost difficult batr ct 
ord w s "1uit • :fb i ora s r t uined by 59 eroent of 
--===~~==========================================~====== 
/ 
,.., J.., 
I ~ l====~'·l==================================~~=== 
I I th children or ~6 o t :t th& 96 . 
11 of tb 16 oolorflll. ora wer l rn 4 by 40 ohilclr n . 
Only 22 children lo r1:1 d. b 15 bstract ord • 
1
1 
ummarJ of t hes rosul ts 111 b found 1n t e n xt 
11 ob,.pter. 
======= ~====================---================================~======= 
II 
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E Ill 
. OONOLUSlO S 
h purpos of h i tudy ri to comp r th r to of 
1 rning of colorful . nd betraot words in r de T o. in t~- 1 
five children in four Seoond rt d e ,_/· a 1 r indu tr1 l oitJ"I! 
along th ortb .;)hor er us d in the experim nt . hirty II 
ortts ere divided into groupe of t n each - iv color:f'lll nail 
ive abst r aot . :a.h a me ord 1er taught by the ol e room I 
I 
ental AS s ere determined 1
1 I: 
e cber to all of the ohildr n. 
from th Kuhlmann- ndereon Intelligenc e est and the 
etropolitan . chievement T st . r imary II Buttery arm R 
used i'o.,. th Reading Achi vement . 
1
.i!he conclusions obtain d from tho a t a r : 
1 . The difference bet een the r a te of l e rning of 
colorful and ab tract words 1 signifio nt in f vor of 
colorful ord • 
2 . :Ch d ifferenoe in t .b learning r · t e of boy n 
'I 
I' 
,I 
·I 
B ij 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I 
II 
·II 
!I 
girls is not significant . Th diff r noes , bowev r, r ' 
ll in favor of girls . 
a . ~h criti a l r tio for he total study is I 
1 . 24. he differ no is in favor of girl • I I 
II 
11 b . h oritia 1 r tio in com ring · batr ct 
war da is 2. 69 in favor of girls . 
c . fh critical ratio in comp ring colorful 
words i 1 . 32 in f vor of t g irl • 
3 . Tb oiff rene in r ding aebieT ment of boy 
a.nd eirl is not 1 r tio i 
72 
II 
I 
1 .19 
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in or .. b-_ 1rle. 
• ~he 1 u 1gn1 i .:.iont r ·ion 
l ' ntn-- t n r din :..chi t .• 
.• 7 1. b proo-· ·bl: rr- r 0 .03S. 
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co :r o color l 
o lo · 1 ora 
1· tim • 
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of l" in 
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con 
.;ith "or · 1'1 
• s u y of th num er and t p 1 tb 
1 or t 
a.b t 
· ord t1m • ~ color l l' • 
~h oolor -l or ~ ~ ue t t.a. 1i t l th ·· b r t 
· or . " in! h · 11 7 t 1m • A or no tnclud __ - in tb t t 
a iv n f r tl. orr cii ab tr 6 or 
-· 
'1 . 0 ' h ord l' () d.i . (rtllt or on 
th l ; t t t "Ju.ie 
;:J 1 et color · l • o.r r-o n•·~ 
c51f:t'1 u.lt . "Cru l n a tll 0 1 ub tr• ot .. r n 
1 u1t " +.b 11l0ti 't tU:f -icalt. .:b 1 color . l () . 
r t~1no by 96 .P rc nt of tbo <thil r ·n, b 
ub~t c ~ora d J 3 ;Ore nt f th • ~ 
r;o -··t if" 1 ul t color 'ul or _ a .. ; t Jin d -a '12 :roen 
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'74 
o:r t oh"l n u.nd t 11' icul .J b tr ot o by 
p r eo . of them. • ho p r o n :r corr · r 0 on 
tl . ,... orf l or~ ... • rc nt of oorr o 
respon on et 7'1 . ~ r 
· i ff r ene of 7 p rc nt i n f vor o. oolorf\11 or e . 
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• Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests 
Fifth Edition • 
GRADE III 
NAME J,.; .. a:::i.L~k: ..... . D . ..J.. ... - . Boy ..... Girl)( 
. ' 
Grade uu l ._u···· Teacher JJk .. .Yl&.LVJ') Lf/l 
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Name ... . ................. . .... . ............ Boy ..... Girl . . .. . 
Teacher . ... .. . . ....... .. Grade ......... School ........... .. ... . 
City ........... . .... County . .. ............ State ...... . ...... . . 
STAND- GRADE 
TEsT AJU> EQurvA-
ScollE LJ!NT 
1---1------
1
• READ. 
1---1---- ---
2. WoRD 
MEAN. , ___ ......_ ___ :..:-.-- -.--
AVER. READING 
3. ARITH. 
F uND. 
1- --1------
4. ARITH. 
PRon. 
1---....... ---1-:-.-- -. --
AVER. AR!Tll. 
5. SPELL. 
1---1---- --
AvERAGE 
AcH'T 
• Do not include when figuring 
average achievement. 
Year Month Day 
Datt of Tt1ting 
Year Month 
Datt of Birth 
Day 
Age . . .... yrs ....... mos. 
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TEST I. READING '~heels~~ in a~ 
aMew mew, says the 
/ 
_, J., A . . 8 When it rains she carries her / b John writes with a book pencil dish ball 
1 Bow wow, says the 
2 John will ring the 
3 Jack can read from his 11 Mother buys bread at the 
·~ 
5 Mother baked some 6 , '' The ~rmer drives the ~ ~ eM~ .. ltil 
6 Alice wears a pretty 
l l 
Go right on to the next page. Go right on to the next page. 
[ 2 ] [ 3 ] 
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15. The boy's name is 
Jane Jack Mary Dot 
16. I can sing a pretty 
stone song bell tree 
17. Ted loves to play in the beautiful white 
snow cake. fields cloth 
18. If he doesn't hurry, he will miss the 
t rain clock mother slow 
19. I can fly. I can sing. I have a nest. I am a 
bee gir 1 bird dog 
20. Most places are hottest in 
winter summer March spnng 
21. When Janie found her doll, she felt 
sad glad careful sorry 
22. The bears hide in their 
barn cave nest boat 
23. If she does not have to stay home with her mother, 
she will come buy live bring 
Ned has a black pony. 
is Prince. The pony runs 
Ned is on his back. 
24. The boy's name is 
Prince Ben King Ned 
26. The boy rides on his 
pony car wheel sled 
His name 
fast when 
[ 4 ] Go right on to the next page. 
~ 
I 
~ 
I 
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Mother baked apples one day. She 
washed and cut the apples. She put 
plenty of sugar on them and put them 
1n a pan. Then she baked the apples. 
26. Mother cooked 
peaches grapes apples corn 
27. The sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the 
country every summer. They go wading 
and fishing in the brook. One day Henry 
caught three fish and Peter caught five. 
28. This story tells about two 
boys fish farms brooks 
29. Who caught the more fish? 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Father Henry Peter Helen 
The farmer has a big barn. It Is a 
good place in which to play. One day 
we went to the barn. I climbed into the 
hay wagon and hid in the hay. My sister 
Ruth ran after me, but she could not find 
me. Then I called, " Here I am. Come 
and find me." But she could not find 
me until I jumped out of the hay. 
I played in the barn with my 
cous1n brother sister father 
I found a good hiding place in the 
house woods cellar wagon 
I called from my hiding place, " look out" 
"come away" "find me" "stay here" 
33. The hay wagon was in the 
hayfield yard road barn 
[ 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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34. 
35. 
36. 
Jack and Jill went to the country. They went 
c0asting on their sled. Jack fell off the sled 
into the deep snow. Jill helped Jack get up. 
They got home late in the evening. 
The children coasted in the 
city country park yard 
One of the children fell into the 
country snow sled water 
The children reached home 
at breakfast time m the afternoon 'at noon after 
In the early days, the people who were known 
as cave men found dry, warm caves in which 
to live. Thev found it much safer to live in 
caves than on the open plains. Their chief en-
emies were wild beasts. They found that the wild 
animals were afraid of fire. So at night the cave 
men kept a fire before the door. With the fire 
burning they knew they were safe from danger-
ous animals. 
37. Long ago people avoided danger by living in 
towers huts tents caves 
38. They had to defend themselves chiefly from 
wild men wild beasts fires giants 
39. The fire protected the cave men because it 
kept animals away heated their houses 
cooked their food lighted their houses 
One day the butcher brought us some meat. 
Laddie took the meat from the table and carried 
it to the garden. Soon we found that the meat 
was gone. We caught Laddie and spanked him 
so he would not take the meat another time. 
40. Laddie is a butcher man 1nouse dog 
41. He stole our meat eggs fish fruit 
42. The meat was brought to the house by 
Laddie the butcher us a dog 
43. Laddie was praised punished scolded 
dark 
killed 
[ 6 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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In China many families live on rivers. It is 
cheaper to live on water than on land because 
there is no landlord to collect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. Every child carries a tiny barrel 
on his back as a life preserver. When a child 
falls overboard the barrel enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
44. In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
45. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
tube barrel bottle balloon 
46. Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land because 
it is 
cheaper wetter safer healthier 
My sister and I decided one early spring day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
dow garden we first put stones in the bottom of the 
box. Next we put in scme moss and on top of 
that a layer of dirt. On the dirt we sprinkled 
some pansy seeds. We covered them with dirt 
and then watered them. Over the top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from dryi?g out 
too rapidly. 
47. We planted our garden in a window box 
in the front yard at school on the farm 
48. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
49. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark damp 
50. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss stones dirt 
STOP! 
No. right......... Stand. score......... Gr. equio. .. ....... A ge equto ...... . .. . 
[ 7 ] 
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TEST 2. W ORO MEANING 16. head arm bead toes air trousers 
a. house boy stone coat man duck 
16. car even pan oven stove stamp 
b. ball meat pm doll skates rose 
17. hog rug circus clock barn curtain 
brush 1. blow paint blue brown green 
18. rock coal wood cotton wool pillow 
2. gray cat wmg pig chicken gram 
19. doc tor dollar mend nurse medicine noise 
3. for two five soon seven high 
20. machine magazme carpet envelope book chimney 
4. J une winter Christmas Easter picmc Thanksgiving 
21. r un stay chase still dash quiet 
5. T om George Mary Grace Alice John 
22. marriage accident death growth blindness party 
6. watc h apple paper cocoa bake eggs 
23. bark hound howl collie kitten police 
7. pie milk water lamb Ice lemonade 
8. wher e mme who that when those 
9. song trees floor boys boots flowers 
10. poem orange peach once plum p1ece 
27. watchman infant pupil minister student teacher 
11. chair window stool lamp door bench 
28. polite generous false courteous timid hood 
12. pencil p ark shoe pen cage chalk 
29. some fall marble skip swim foam 
13. bunny kite lion but terfly skin robin STOP! 
No. right ... . ... . . 
14. g loves bow hat h ands cap skirt 
[ 8 J Go right on to the next page. 
No. wrong ....... . 
Diffutnu . . . . . . . . . Stand. scor(.. . . . . . . . Gr. (quiv.. . . . . . . . . Ag( (quiv •...... . .. 
[ 9 ] 
TEST 3. 
6 dots and 4 dots are 
Add 
3 and 2 are 
2 
+9 
43 
+ 33 
5 
+7 
35 
+ 23 
Subtract 
3 from 7 
2 6 
-1 -5 
11 14 
-9 -7 
86 58 
-43 -35 
6 
+5 
57 
+ 42 
leaves 
8 
-5 
13 
-9 
79 
-42 
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ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
dots. 
.. t···' , ..... 
5 and 1 are 
3 
+4 
12 
+ 87 
g 
-4 
14 
-6 
52 
-10 
9 
+0 
38 
+ 11 
2 and 
5 
-3 
15 
-7 
97 
-43 
3 
+7 
53 
+ 25 
7 
-2 
12 
-9 
86 
- 12 
---
8 
+8 
76 
+ 11 
are 3 
6 
-4 
13 
-8 
87 
- 11 
9 
+6 
36 
+52 
9 
-6 
16 
-7 
59 
-37 
[ 10 J Go right on to the next paile. 
, 
Multiply 
7 
x2 
Add 
7 
+44 
Subtract 
25 
- 16 
Divide 
2)4 
3 3 
X4 x6 
19 
+ 65 
35 
- 18 
1)5 
3 
x2 
86 
+57 
83 
-76 
3)12 
5 
X 1 
43 
-4 
Mark the clock which says half past six. 
2 
7 
6 
Metropolitan : Prim. ll : R 
2 2 
x4 x6 
6 
7 
3 
0 
8 
56 
-28 
5}10 
4 
x4 
36 
42 
23 
152 
-83 
2}16 
Mark the .figure which is one-fourth shaded. 
[] c•) () ~ 
STOP! 
No. ri2:ht ......... Stand. scort . ........ Gr. tquiv . ......... Agt tquiv .......... 
[ 11 ] 
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TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
15 8 2 10 6 
7. 
11 6 12 5 8 
( 12 1 Go right on to the next page. 
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8. How many pencils are 2 pencils and 8 pencils? 
9. Mother gave me 2 cakes. k 
My sister gave me 3 more ca es. 
Then I had how many cakes? 
My lunch cost 8 cents and my brother's cost 13 1~ h? 
cents. Both lunches cost how muc 
I bought some popcorn for 10 cents, an apple for 
11. d r 3 cents. All the 4 cents, and some can y lOr 
things together cost how much ? 
We had 10 little chickens and sold 4 of them. 12
' We had how many chickens left? 
' 13. I need a chair Ten children will be at my party. 
for each child. I have only 6 chairs. How many 
more do I need ? 
My brother has 8 baby rabbits. He is going to 
14. . half of them How many shall I have? gtve me · 
16. 3 children are coming to 
to give each one of them 
how many cookies for all 
my house. 
3 cookies. 
of them? 
I am going 
I must have 
M mother gave me 35 cents. I spent 10 cents 
16. y d . h d 10 cents for a ride on the car. for a san w1c an 
How many cents did I have left? 
D 
pencil~ 
D 
cakes 
D 
cents 
D 
cents 
D 
chickens 
D 
chairs 
D 
rabbits 
D 
cookies 
D 
cents 
A · nt 45 miles the first hour and 63 miles D 17. tram we . h ? 
the second hour. How far did it go m 2 ours miles 
STOP! 
No. right .... ·.··· Stand. scort . . . . . . . . . Gr. tquio..... . . . . . Age equio . . .. ..... . 
[ I 3 ) 
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TEST 5. SPELLING 
MetropolitAn; Prim. II · R 
19. The picture lS by a wire. 
SAMPLE. My brother well. 20. He was in the third 
1. The has four kittens. 
21. They to the country yesterday 
2. Did you like the ___________________ ? 
22. The is set for lunch. 
3. apple was left. 
23. IS the second spring month. 
i 
4. The loves her child. 
24. They went to the country 
6. The boy can spm his II 
6. Buy a new 
Iii 7. The boy will a race. 
8. Children, drink your 
I 
9. The man spent all the money he 
10. It is ten o'clock. 
11. Where are you 
12. The bird is building a 
13. I live on a 
II 14. There are many children in 
16. can you come to see us ? 
16. We clean our teeth meals. 
17. He is flying a 
18. Our flag is red, white, and No. -right. . . . . . . . . Stand. scor~. . . . . . . . . Gr. ~quio.. . . . . . . . . A g~ tquio .. .. ... .. . 
[ 14 ] Go right on to the next page. [ J 5 ] 
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Name . . . ................. . .. . .. .. . .. . ... Date ... .' .... . .... .. . 19 .. 
Teacher . ..................... Grade . ... .... .. School . ........... . . . 
City . ........ ...... . . . County . ... . .......... . .. State . ........ .. .. . 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsT s : PRt:vtARY Il RArrERY 
* Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 AVE. * t READ- WORD ARITH. ARITII. SPELL- ACII"T 
lNG MEAN. FUND PROB. lNG 
10-7 - 1- 1- - 6.5 -10-6 - - . 
10-5 - . . 
10-4 - - -
10-3 - - . 
10-2 - f- f- - - 6.0 -
10-1 - -
10-0 - - . 
9-11- . 
9-10- . . 
9-9 - - 5.5 -9-8 -
9-7 - - -
9-6 - -
9-5 - -
9-4 
- - 5.0 -9-3 - - -9-2 - -
9-1 - -
9-0 - -
8-11 1- 1- - 4.5 -8-10- - -
8-9 - -
"' 
. ] 8-8 - - a! 8-7 - - c.> -(/) 
8-6 - 1- - 4.0 "t; -
• 8-5 - - "' -&I 8-4 - a! i 8-3 - 1>-·a . ! 8-2 - - ... 8-1 - - 1- - 3.5~ -
&I 8-0 -
"" boO 7-11 - "' ~ ~7-10 - . -
7-9 - - . 
7-8 - - 3.0 -7-7 -
7-6 -
7-5 - -
7-4 - -
7-3 - 2.5 -7-2 - - -
7-1 - - -7-0 - -
6-11 - - -
6-10- -
- 2.0 -6-9 - - -
6-8 - - -6-7 - - -
6-6 - - -
6-5 - f- - 1.5 -
6-4 - - -6-3 - - -
6-2 - - -
6-1 - - -
6-0 - f- - 1.0 -
*Thea. two &eales are ind~pendent. Only one should be used at one time. 
In plottiac tbill c:bart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. 
t An adclitlonalecale ia provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in terms of norma other than those of age or grade. 
The Profile Chart Is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual papil as 
revealed by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay It fiat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in "riew. Plot the equivalent 
of each test score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
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CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
Learning rate as used in this study means the number o£ 
words a child can recall at sight approximately five hours 
a£ter a twen~y minute teaching period. 
The following details were consid.ered in planning 
the study: 
1. Population 
2. Learning rate tests 
3. Testing program 
l?O:PULATION 
A total of ninety children participated in this study. 
They were members of four second. grades in four different 
schools in a large industrial city. 
Permission was first secured from the Primary Supervisor 
to conduct the study. Each of the four teachers involved had 
several years' teaching experience. After discussing with 
them the procedure for administering a learning rate test, 
each teacher was given written directions for uniformity o£ 
procedure. 
Table I gives the mean chronological and mental ages o£ 
the boys and. the girls, and the standard deviation of each. 
I 
l 
I 
II 
TABLE I 
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES 
in mental ability. 
The mental ages were derived from the Kuhlmanp.-Anderson 
Test Grade IIIl. 
PREPARING THE LEARNING RATE TEST 
Thirty words were selected. which were in the child's 
speaking vocabulary but not in his reading vocabulary. These 
words were taken from three fourth grade readers: 
Gray, William E., Klapper, Paul, and. Gifford, Jane c., 
New Stories for Boys and. Girls. Boston, Mass., Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1938. 
Yoakam, Gerald, Veverka, M. Madilene, and. Abney, 
Louise. On the Trail of Adventure. Chicago, Ill.: 
Laidlaw Brothers, Incorporated, 1941. 
1. Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests Grad.e III. Published. by 
Educational Test Bureau, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1942. 
====#===-=---==---=--=-==="-============= --- -
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I 
Gates, Arthur I., and Ayer, Jean. Let's Look 
Around. New York, N. Y.: The Macmillan Company, 1948. 
The words were checked against the Thorndike L:is.tl. 
Of these thirty words, fifteen were colorful having 
concrete meaning, and fifteen were abstract, having little 
significance for children. 
An attempt was made to inelud.e some long and some short 
words, phonetic and. non-phonetic words, and. different letter 
II combinations. 
The word.s were then divided into three groups of ten 
! each for teaching purposes. Each group consisted of five 
11 colorful and. five abstract words. The following table shows 
II the grouping. 
i 
I 
.I 
I' 
11 
I 
I 
11 
I! 
1. 
-+ 
II 
ll 
Thorndike, Edward L., and Lorge, Irving. The Teacher's 
word Book of 30,000 Words. New York: Bureau of PUblica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944. 263p. 
li __ _ 
TABlE II I 
GROUPING OF WORDS FOR LEARNING RATE TESTS 
I' I ============================================= I 
;1 GROUP COLORFUL WORDS ABSTRACT WORDS 
I 
II 
I 
II 
III 
easel 
parachute 
lassoed 
sausage 
attic 
aviator 
woodsman 
orchestra 
coconut 
photograph 
anchor 
trapeze 
pirate 
skeleton 
marshmallows 
cleanliness 
zigzag 
accident 
id.ea 
:furious 
practice 
reliable 
damage 
tamed 
marvelous 
de lie ious 
nervous 
guilty 
d.isturbed 
committee 
Flashcards were made on 3" :x 10" card.s in lower case 
lettering. 
Check sheets were prepared for checking the retention 
o£ the word.s. 
A list of directions for administering the test was 
formulated.. A copy of these directions was given to each 
teacher to insure uniformity of procedure. 
DIRECTIONS TO TEACHER 
Begin test at 9:00 A. M. It will last until 10:00 A. M. 
Divide class into regular reading groups. 
Take best group 'first, then middle, then slow group. 
Allow twenty minutes for each group, ten minutes to 
82 
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present words, ana ten minutes for practice. 
Teach one colorful then one abstract word until all ten 
are taught. 
Keep practice constant. 
Teach the words in this ord.er. The first, third, fifth, 
seventh and ninth words are colorful. The second, fourth, 
sixth, eighth, ana tenth are abstract. 
First Lesson Second Lesson Third. Lesson 
I 1. easel aviator anchor 
~. cleanliness practice delicious 
3. parachute woodsman trapeze 
4. zigzag reliable nervous 
5. lassoed orchestra pirate 
6. accid.ent damage guilty 
7. sausage coconut skeleton 
a. idea tamed disturbed 
I 9. attic photograph marshmallows 
10. furious marvelous committee 
Use the following sentences for enriching the meanings 
of the words. 
EASEL 
CLEANLINESS 
LESSON I 
1. We like to paint on the easel. 
2. The artist uses an easel when he paints a 
picture. 
1. Clean people know about cleanliness. 
2. The cleanliness of the room was the first 
thing I noticed .• 
·=-===-=--==911===== - -=--=--~ 
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PARACHUTE 1. The pilot used his parachute when he jumped 
from the plane. 
2. I made a parachu.te :from a hand.kerchief, a 
string, and a chestnut. 
ZIGZAG 1. Lightning sometimes makes a zigzag line. 
2. If I twirl around. and make myself dizzy I shall 
walk z igza.g. · 
LASSOED 1. The cowboy lassoed the oow. 
2. Bobby would not play cowboys after Fater 
lassoed him. 
ACC !DENT 1. Mary had an aocid.ent. She spilled orange paint 
on her dress. 
2. Tommy hit me in the eye, but it was just an 
accident. 
SAUSAGE 1. We had sausage and potato for dinner. 
2. Usually a sausage is smaller than a frankfort. 
IDEA 1. Do you have an id.ea about d.eoorating the room 
for Christmas? -
2. What is your idea of a good time? 
ATTIC 1. We like to play in Grandmother's attic. 
2. An attic room is on the top floor of a house. 
FURIOUS 1. The lion was furious when he was put back in 
AVIATOR 
:PRACTICE 
WOODSMAN 
RELIABLE 
ORCHESTRA 
his cage. 
2. A furious wind blew, ripping off the shingles. 
LESSON II 
1. The aviator flies the plane. 
2. I want to be an aviator when I grow up. 
1. Nan has to practice her piano lesson every d.ay. 
2. Practice saying your ad.dition facts at home. 
1. The woodsman chopped down a tree. 
2. Peter, the woodsman, built a house of logs. 
1. Reliable children can work by themselves. 
2. My watch is not reliable because sometimes 
it stops. 
1. My uncle plays the drum in an orchestra. 
2. There are ten violins in the school orchestra. 
84 
DAMAGE 1. The fire did a great deal of damage to the old 
house. 
2. Do not damage the desk with your buckle. 
COCONUT 1. I like coconut cakes. 
2. A coconut has a bard brown shell. 
TAMED 1. The trainer tamed. the animals in the circus. 
2. We saw a tamed_ bear. 
PHOTOGRAPH 1. I had a photograph taken this morning. 
2. Mr. Ward., the photographer, took my photograph. 
MARVELOUS 1. The play we saw was mar~elous. 
2. We watched a marvelous sunset. 
ANCHOR 
DELICIOUS 
TRAPEZE 
NERVOUS 
l?IRATE 
GUILTY 
SKELETON 
DISTURBED 
MARSHMALLOWS 
COMMITTEE 
LESSON III 
1. The anchor keeps the boat from drifting away. 
2. I have an anchor sewed on my sleeve. 
1. I had a d.elicious ice cream cone. 
2. Blueberry pie is delicious. 
1. I saw a man in the circus swinging on a trapeze. 
2.Ma.ry was learning bow to swing by her bands on 
the ttapeze. 
1. Sometimes noisy children make grownups nervous. 
2. I was nervous the first time I got up on the 
stage. 
1. The ¥irate sailed over the ocean. 
2. I go a uixate costume for the party. 
1. The !uiltl boy was very red when the teacher 
aske him if he tripped the girl. 
2. Who is guilty of whistling? 
1. A skeleton is made up of bones. 
2. We found the skeleton of a fish on the beach. 
1. When we d.isturbed the oat she woke up. 
2. Father does not like to be disturbed. while he is 
read.ing. 
1. I like to eat marshmallows. 
2. We toasted_ marshmallows over the fire. 
1. We need. a committee of children to plan the play 
2. The Library Committee will meet this afternoon. 
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II PROCEDURE FOR PRESEl~ATION 
1. Show flashcard and tell children the w:ord. 
2. Children say the word. 
3. Teacher give sentences to enrich meaning. 
4. Child.ren and teacher d.iscuss meaning briefly. 
5. Call attention to analysis of the word. 
6. Each child frame word. on flashcard as he looks at it 
and. says it individually. 
7. Teacher letter word on board .• 
PROCEDURE ]~R PRACTICE 
Immed.iately after all ten words have been presented, 
proceed as follows: 
1. Teacher flash oard.s. Children say words in concert 
2. Teacher put cards on read.ing stand. Teacher call 
word and child. frame it. (Always correct any errors 
immediately by showing correct word.) 
3. Teacher call word. Child. find. it on flashcard 
• 
and match card with w;-ord on board. 
4. Teacher call word. Child may erase from board if 
he find.s correct word. 
5. Teacher flash card.s. Children take turns telling 
the word. 
6. Teacher flash card.s. Children read. words in 
concert. 
Before children go home at noon, test each child 
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individually on all ten word.s. If he hesitates for more than 
five seconds, tell him the word. Mark score sheet with check 
where no response or an incorrect response is given. If a 
child gives an incorrect response write it in the block. 
Write nothing if the word is given correctly. Total the 
number of correct responses and. write number in next to last 
column. 
Before the children go home for the afternoon, test again. 
Check the spaces ind.icated for second test on chart. Total 
the number of correct responses in last column. This last 
score is to be considered. the learning rate. 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
The learning rate test was given during the third. week of 
December and the first and. second weeks of January. Each 
teacher gave the test on the same day to her own class. 
In each room the children were divided into three groups. 
These groups were the regular read.ing classes, arranged 
according to reading ability. The test was given first to the 
best group, then to the average group, · and. lastly to the slow 
group. 
Identical procedures were used by all teachers. The 
test was begun at 9:00A.M. Twenty minutes was allowed for 
each gr ou.p. 
Before going home at noon each child was tested indivi-
dually with flashcards to see how many words he retained. The 
lj 
II 
lr 
_;I ---
!1 scores were recorded. on the check sheet. He was tested. again .. 
I 
I b afore going home for the afternoon. 
II 
The final score recorded 
J 
I 
II 
!I 
II 
II 
was considered his learning rate. 
After all three learning rate tests were given, each 
child was given the reading and word meaning test of the 
Metropolitan Achievement Testl, Primary II Battery: Form R. 
The lfuhlmann-Anderson Test2 was given to d.etermine 
intelligence ~uotients. 
The data were analyzed and the results are presented in 
!I the next chapter. 
,, 
I, 
1. Metropplitan Achievement Tests, Primary II Battery: Form 
R, Published. by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York, 1946. 
2. Kuhlmann-.A.nd.erson Tests, Published by Educational Test 
Bureau, Minneapolis, M~nnesota, 1942. 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Ninety second. grade children were included in this study. 
I Three groups of ten word.s were used in determining the 
I 
' 
I 
,, 
I 
learning rate. Fifteen words were colorful and fifteen were 
abstract. 
The d.ata were analyzed to find: 
1. The comparison of colorful with abstract words. 
2. Sex d.ifferences in learning rate and 
achievement • 
3• Numbers and types of errors in learning rate 1 
tests. 
4. Correlation between learning rate and. reading 
achievement. 
Table III shows the comparison of the rate of learning 
of colorful and. abstract words. 
TABlE III 
COMFARISON OF ·rHE RATE OF LEARNING OF 
COLORFUL AND ABSTRACT WORDS 
======~==~====~====~=====T====================== 
GRO~ NO. MEAN S.D. S.E.m DIFFlfl s!li'f. C.R. 
Colorful 90 11.67 - 3.82 .40 1.60 .632 2.53 
Abstract 90 9.97 4.68 .49 
The mean score for the colorfUl words is 11.57 as 
-----=--~ 
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i-comparea with 9.97 for the abstract words. The critioal 
I 
I, 
I 
ll 
II 
i 
ratio is 2.53 which shows that the difference is not 
statistically significant. There are 99 chances out of 100 
that this is a true difference in favor of colorfUl words. 
Table IV shows the relation of learning rate to reading 
achievement. 
TABLE IV 
RELATIONSHIP OF LEARNING RATE TO READING ACHIEVEMENT 
FACTORS 
Learning Rate and 
Reading Achievement 
Number 
. 90 
S.E. 
.73 .049 
The correlation of the learning rate and reading 
ach ievement is .73 with a probable error of 1.15. This is 
a high positive correlation. 
Table V shows the sex differences in learning rate. 
TABLE V 
SEX DIFFERENCES I N LEARNING RATE 
GROUP NO. MEAN S.D. S.E. DIFF. 8 a~if. C.R. m m 
Boys 47 17.60 7.95 1.16 5.82 1.58 3.68 
Girls 43 23.42 7.02 1.07 
The mean score for the boys is 17.60 as compared with 
23.42 for the girls. The critical ratio is 3.68. This shows 
that the d.i ff ere nee is statistically significant in favor of 
90 
I 
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1
1 the girls. 
1: 
I 
'I Table 
I words. 
VI shows the sex differences in learning abstract 
TABLE VI II 
I 
I SEX DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING ABSTR~T WORDS 
I 
I· 
l =====r==~==~====r===r===============~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 8.40 for the girls. The critical ratio is .08 indicating that 
it is definitely not statistically significant. There are 
only .06 chances out of 100 that this is a true difference in 
favor of the boys. 
Table VII whows the sex differences in learning colorfUl 
words. 
TABLE VII 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING COLORFUL WORDS 
GROUF NO. MEAN S.D. s.E. DIFF. 5altf. c.R. m m 
Boys 47 10.43 4.04 .59 2.38 .77 3.09 
Girls 43 12.81 3.29 .50 
The mean score for the boys is 10.43 as compared with 
I
' 12.81 for the girls • 
. 
1
1 ind.icates that the difference is statistically significant 
The critical ratio is 3.09. This 
~ - ===---='-=-===-=-.-.= -==-=-=---==--=-==c============="===~-11===== 
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in £avor of the girls. 
Table VIII shows the sex differences in reading achieve-
ment. 
T.ABLE VIII 
SEX DIFFERENCES IN READING ACHIEVEMENT 
I 
I 
I 
GROUP NO. MEAN S.D. S.E. 
m 
DIFF. 
m 
·I 
scihf. o.a. l 
Boys 47 2 gr. 5 mos. 6.54 .95 6 ~~~-r------~--~----~~~~----+---~--1 mos. 1.45 4.14 
Girls 43 3 gr. 1 mo. 7.17 
The meen s c ore for the boys is grade 2, 5 months as 
compared with grade 3,1 month for the girls. The critical 
ratio is 4.14 indicating that this difference is. statistically 
significant in f avor of the girls. 
The follmving data were analyzed for the number and types 
of errors that were found in the learning rate tests. Table 
IX shows the errors in colorful word.s. 
TABLE IX 
ERRORS IN COLOREUL WORDS 
WORD SUBSTITUTION NO. WORDS NOT IN TEST NO. 
easel owl 1 
parachute dizzy 1 
lassoed sausage 1 
aviator radiator 1 
orchestra accident 2 office 1 
like a band 1 
I 
I 
II 
----
I 
I 
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coconut accident 1 
photograph orchestra 1 phonograph 3 
anchor aviator 3 tank 1 
engine 1 
trapeze . acrobat 1 
damage 1 
Words previously taught in a learning rate test were 
substituted 8 times. Five of these were colorful and 3 were 
abstract. Words not taught were substituted 12 times. 
".Aviator", which starts and. ends like 'anchor", was substituted 
for it 3 times. Only two synonyms were given in place of the 
correct words. Words which were similar in sound, such as 
" phonograph" for "photograph" and. ''radiator" for "aviator" 
were given 4 times. 
Table X shows the errors in abstract words. 
TABLE X 
ERRORS IN .ABSTRACT WORDS 
WORD SUBSTITUTION NO. WORDS NOT IN TEST NO. 
cleanliness clean 1 
zigzag wigwag 1 
see-saw 1 
lazy 1 
accident danger 1 
idea think 1 
furious accident 2 
-=-= = 
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WORD 
Il
l 
practice 
reliable 
II 
i, d.amage 
,, 
I 
1 tamed. 
I 
' 
! marvelous 
I delicious 
1 
nervous 
disturbed 
committee 
SUBSTITUTION NO. 
marvelous 
accident 
photograph 
marvelous 
wood.sman 
committee 
disturbed 
delicious 
d.isturbed 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
WORDS NOT n-r TEST NO. 
study 1 
a crash up 1 
destroyed 
tried. 
trained. 
cozmnunity 
comedian 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Fifteen word.s that had been previously taught were 
I substituted for the correct abstract words. Of these 15 
II 
I substitutions, 12 were abstract and. 3 were colorful word.s. 
Fourteen words not in any of the tests were substituted for 
correct abstract word.s. Eleven synonyms were given. Words 
similar in appearance were given 6 times. 
Table XI gives the number of correct responses for 
abstract and colorful words. 
li 
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II 
Word 
idea 
zigzag 
delicious 
nervous 
accident 
d.amage 
practice 
tamed. 
marvelous 
disturbed 
guilty 
TABLE XI 
NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR ABSTRAC~ 
AND COLORFUL WORDS 
ABSTRACT COLORFUL 
Io. Word 
76 woodsman 
75 marshmallows 
65 coconut 
63 attic 
62 skeleton 
61 parachute 
60 lassoed 
60 sausage 
60 pirate 
58 anchor 
57 trapeze 
cleanliness 52 easel 
furious 52 orchestra 
committee 51 aviator 
reliable 45 photograph 
Total 897 Total 
No. 
86 
85 
82 
79 
73 
71 
70 
--
69 
--
68 
-
67 
-· -·· · 
66 
... 
63 
58 
55 
49 
1041 
The easiest abstra ct word was "idea" with 84% of the 
child.ren giving the correct response. The easiest colorful 
word was "woodsman" with 96% of the children giving the 
I 
correct response. 
The most difficult abstract word was "reliable'' with 
50% of the children responding correctly. The most d.ifficul t 
colorful word was "photograph" with 54% of the children 
giving the correct response. 
The percent of correct responses for abstract words was 
66J 897 correct out of 1350 words. 
The percent of correct responses for colorful words was 
77, 1041 correct out of 1350 word.s. 
The difference in percent shows a variance of 11% in 
favor of colorful word.s. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of the study was to compare the rate of learning 
of colorful and abstract words in Grade II. Ninety boys and 
girls in four second grades in a large industrial city in 
Massachusetts were used in this study. Thirty words, divided 
into three groups of ten each, were taught to each child .• 
Fou;r experienced teachers presented. the learning rate tests 
to their own classes. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence 
Test and the Metropolitan Achievement Test in Reading were 
given to each child. 
The conclusions obtained. from the data are: 
1. The difference between the rate of learning 
of colorful and abstract word.s was not statistical-
ly significant; however, the critical ratio was 
2.53 in favor of colorful word.s. 
2. The difference in learning rate between the 
boys and the girls was statistically significant 
in favor of the girls. However, this difference 
was found in colorful words only, where the 
critical ratio was 3.09. The sex difference in 
learning abstract words was not at all significant 
as the critical ratio was only .08 in favor of the 
boys. 
3. The d.ifference in read.ing achievement 
========~======================----==~~========================~~~~-==========~========== 
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between the boys and the girls was statistically 
significant in favor of the girls. 
4. There was a definite relationship between 
learning rate ana reading achievement. The cor-
relation was • 73:! . • 049. This is a high positive 
correlation. 
5. A study of the number and. types of errors in 
the learning rate of colorful word.s showed that a 
word previously taught in a learning rate test was 
substituted 8 times. Word.s that were not taught 
were substituted. 12 times. Words similar in ap-
pearance were given 3 times, while word.s similar 
in sound were substituted. 4 times. Only two 
synonyms were given in pl~ce of the correct word.s. 
6. A st·udy of the number and types of errors 
in the learning rate of abstract words showed. that 
15 words that bad been previously taught were 
substituted for the correct words. Fourteen words 
that had. not been taught at all were substituted 
for the correct words. Words similar in appearance 
.. 
were given 6 times, while syhonyms were given 
11 times. 
7. A study of the correct responses for abstract 
and colorful words revealed. that 847~ of the children 
learned the easiest abstract word, "idea", while 
96% learned the easiest colorful word,, 11 wood.smin". 
'? 
Only 50% of the child.ren learned the most difficult 
abstract word, "reliable", while 54% learned the 
most difficult colorful word, "photograph". The 
peroent of correct responses for abstract words 
was 66 while the percent of oorrect responses for 
colorful words was 77. This shows a difference of 
11% in favor of colorful words. 
APPENDIX 
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Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests 
Fifth Edition 
GRADE II{ 
__  ;_f ______________________ .......... Boy ...... Girl .1: 
Grade ___ ]: ___________ __ • Teacher -------·----------------cr ....... ___ _ 
Date .. School .... --'------- ----- -----------~---;;r& .. 
Year Month Day 
Born -" ············· ·············-··············· City ·······················-----·--········---········· .. 
Yt>ar Month Day 
Age -·······-······=------~---···· · ······ ············ 
Years Months Daye 
Test Results .. /1. ..... ~--······· ··· 
EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU- Minneapolis- Nashville- Philadelphia 
Copyright, U27, 1940, and 1U2, F. KUHLMANN and ROSE ANDERSON 
, 
I 
M.U. M.A. 
238- 5-6 
241 - 5- 6 
24Z - ~- ·1 
245- 5-8 
248 - - 5-9 
250 - 5-10 
252- 5-11 
2:>4- 6-0 
267 - 6-1 
25·)- 6- 2 
261 - 6-3 
263 - 6 - 4 
265 - · 6 - 5 
267 6-6 
269 -· 6-7 
271 - 6-8 
M.U. M.A. 
273- 6-9 
275 - 6-10 
277 - 6-11 
Z7D- 1-0 
281 - 7-1 
282 - 7- 2 
28 4 - 7-3 
286- 7-4 
288- 7-6 
·~90- 7-6 
291 - 7-7 
293- 7-8 
295- 7-9 
296 - 7-1 0 
298- 7-11 
300- 8-0 
301- 8-1 
303- 8-2 
304- 8-3 
TABULATIONS 
M.U. ~I.A.. 
306- 8-4 
307- 8-6 
309 - 8 - 6 
310- 8-7 
312- 8-8 
313- 8 - 9 
315- 8-10 ~ 
316- 8-11 
a18 - D-o 
319- 9-1 
320- 9-2 
322- 9-3 
323- 9-4 
324- 9-5 
326- 9-6 
327- 9-7 
328- 9-8 
.i29- 9-9 
331. - 9-10 
M.U. M.A. 
332 ·- 9-11 
:1:!3- J0-0 
334 - 10-1 
335- 10-2 
337- 10- 3 
338-10-4 
339 - 10-5 
~4 C - 10-6--
341 -10-7 
342-10-8 
343-10-9 
344 -10-10 
345 -10-11 
346 -11-0 
347 -ll-1 
348 -ll-2 
349 - 11-3 
350- 11-4 
3 Gl - ll-5 
M.U. M.A. 
352-11-6 
353 -11-7 
354-11-8 
355- 11-9 
~56-11-10 
357-11-11 
363-12-6 
36£ - 12-10 
368-13-0 
370 -13-3 
374 -13- 9 
376 - 13-10 
376- 14-0 
379- 14-5 
385- 15-3 
388- 15-8 
• Z er o scor e s and M.U. o r M.A. scores a b ove ano belo w those listed should l>e written in t hese spaces. 
T o tlnd the m edian Men ta: 3-rowth Units o r 1vfental Aft't' take the ave1·age o f t h e 5th & 6th scores. 
A. M.U. M. 
390 
370 
350 
330 
3 10 
290 
270 
-0 15 
11 -0 
1:l -0 
12 -0 
11 .o 
-o-10 
9 -~ 
8 .().. 
7 ..() 
0-
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
·" 
1 
250 Test 12 
M.U. 
j-6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
13 
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E-XAMPLES: 
Y -B-O .......... B .. o ... r.·-··-······-·················-··· -----
.E-M-T -L .... I.t .. !J...e ... : ..................................... _____ _ 
L N-M-A ........ {:f. . .Lt. ················································---- --
, 
2. IrA-B-L ..... . !. .. 1:. ......•...•.......•••...... ;-······························-- · 
3. B-Y -A-B ....... ./1 .. A.L ... ;t ..................................................... _ 
4. X-B-0 ............... 9.. .•. >{. ............................................................. . 
5. 0-C-W ........ f: ... cz ... !::!l. .......................................................... .. 
6. G-I.,.. R-1 ......... -: .. !..~- - - · · · ·································-··· ··················--
-
7. K-0-B-0 ............... ... !. 
8. V-H-A-E ........ f.l. ... ~-- .. . 
-............................................ ....... -·-
9. M-0-S-U-E ........ J .. ~ .. U .•. ~---···· ·-·· ·····-··················-·····-·--···-
~ 
10. P-N -1-IrC-E ....... t. •. m.t:..C • .t ......................... _ ___ _ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A E U B D G C F H 
EXAMPLES: 
(A) 1 6 2 .... IJ ... Q.. ... & ........................................ -. 
(B) 8 1 7 2 . .F..A ... C:..e. .......... ............................ . 
(1) 5 a 6 ...... Ou. .. rr ........ .. ..... ---·······-·· ··············· 
(2) 9 1 5 ..... H.A .. lJ ........... ............. .................... . 
(8) 5 3 2 ... L. .. 'J. ... fi ............................. -···--········· 
( 4) 4 1 6 .... h ... /:?1 ... :. ................ .....................•.... ..••. 
(5) 2 1 7 9 ..... 6 .(4. .................. ...................... . 
(6) 9 3 6 2 · {:f. ... UJr..r. .................................. ...... . 
(7) 4 2 1 5 .8. .. £../:l..lL ............................ : .......... . 
(8) 1 6 3 2 A..C::..I.I. .. G"... ..•.........•••..............•........• 
<e> 1 .9 1 8 2 c. . ./:!..t.tF!c: .... _ .......................... . 
(10) 8 8 5 6 2 •.. F.: . ..<L. . .cJr. .. l::. ........................... . 
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4 /j. .. E.O...h.l£_ ....................... . 
<12> o 2 4 1 3 1 9 lL .................... ·--·············-···· 
·~ ~ 6. ~ 
·& ffi 1 0 © 
. 3_A A . 
·~ . ~ ::: 
·~ 10 ~ 0 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
PRIMARY II BA TIERY: FORM R 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH, PH.D. Prim. II 
With the cooperation of 
FREDERICK 8. GRAHAM, RICHARD D. ALLEN, 
HAROLD H. BIXLER, and WILLIAM L. CONNOR 
R 
Name ........ . . . ............. . ........... . ... Boy .... . . Girl ... . . 
Teacher .. . ....... .. . .... Grade ... .. . ... School . . . . . .. . . . ..... . . 
City ..... . ....... . .. County ... ....... .. ... State . ..... .. ...... . 
STANI>- Gl<ADE I TBsr A~D Eomv. 
2. WoRD 
MEAN. 
Sc01lE LENT 
1---....1..--1~-.--
AvER. READING 
1----,----1 -
3. ARITH. 
FuND. 
1---1------
4. ARITH. 
PROll. 
1---......:---1;---;---
AvER. ARzTu. 
1---.....---1--
5. SPELL. 
1----1-------
• Do not include when figuring 
average achievement. 
Year Month Day 
Date of Testing 
Year Month Day 
Date of Birth 
Age .... . . yrs ... . ... mos. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of anu part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
IDal/, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright l4w. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New Yorlc, and Chicago, lllinois 
Copyright 1946 by World Boolc Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rigkti rumJtd 
\>lilliXEt> IIi u.s.A. lUT: PJUll. u: a-6 a 
.. o~ 
a Mew mew, says the 
M -~~ 
b John writes with a 
TEST I. READING 
A ; I . 
book pencil dish 
'Bow wow, says the 
~John will ring the 
3 Jack can read from his 
Metropolitan: Pri11L D : R 
ball 
~ ~ · . ~ 
4Th~ birds are asleep in their ~- . . .. , 
:
5 Mother baked some 
6 ~' · .. :: . I , 
6 Alice wears a pretty 
' 
Go riaht on to the next page. 
[ z 1 
Mctropolit.ao : Prim. D : R 
'~heels ~I in a~ 
8 When it rains she carries her 
r , · ii / 
-'~sgivin:;;~es th~ 
' •• ~ man built his house of ~ . ;!~ ~ -- ~ . ~ 1m~:r ~ 
11 Mother buys bread at the 
:!) . - ~ · . 
":::~ts sog; A 
'4T~he childre~for a sail in*the 
::::::::. . 
. - ;ijf,?:: ;= 
Go riaht on to the next page. 
Metropolitan : Prim. II : R 
16. The boy's name is 
Jane Jack Mary Dot 
16. I can sing a pretty 
stone song bell tree 
17. Ted loves to play in the beautiful white 
snow cake fields cloth 
18. If he doesn't hurry, he will miss the 
train clock mother slow 
19. I can fly. I can sing. I have a nest. I am a 
bee gir 1 bird dog 
20. Most places are hottest in 
winter summer March . spnng 
21. When Janie found her doll, she felt 
sad glad careful sorry 
22. The bears hide in their 
barn cave nest boat 
23. If she does not have to stay home with her mother, 
she will come buy live bring 
Ned has a black pony. 
is Prince. The pony runs 
Ned is on his back. 
24. The boy's name is 
Prince Ben King Ned 
25. The boy rides on his 
pony car wheel sled 
His name 
fast when 
[ 4 ] Go right on to the next page. / 
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Mother baked apples one day. She 
washed and · cut the apples. She put 
plenty of sugar on them and put them 
in a pan. Then she baked the apples. 
26. Mother cooked 
peaches· grapes apples corn 
27. The sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the 
country every summer. They go wading 
and fishing in the brook. One day Henry 
caught three fish and Peter caught five. 
28. This story tells about two 
boys fish farms brooks 
29. Who caught the more fish? 
Father Henry Peter Helen 
The farmer has a big barn. It Is a 
good place in which to play. One day 
we went to the barn. I climbed into the 
hay wagon and hid in the hay. My sister 
Ruth ran after me, but she could not find 
me. Then I called, " Here I am. Come 
and find me." But she could not find 
me until I jumped out of the hay. 
30. I played in the barn with my 
cousin brother sister father 
31. I found a good hiding place in the 
house woods cellar wagon 
32. I called from my hiding place, "look out" 
" come away" " find me" "stay here " 
33. The hay wagon was in the 
hayfield yard road barn 
[ 5 J Go right on to the next page. 
34. 
36. 
Metropolitall: Prim. a: a 
Jack and Jill went to the country. They went 
coasting on their sled. Jack fell off the sled 
into the deep snow. Jill helped Jack get up. 
They got home late in the evening. 
The children coasted in the 
city country park yard 
One of the children fell into the 
country snow sled water 
36. The children reached home 
at breakfast time m the afternoon at noon after dark 
In the early days, the people who were known 
as cave men found dry, warm caves in · which 
to live. They found it much safer to live in 
caves than on the open plains. Their chief en-
emies were wild beasts. They found that the wild 
animals were afraid of fire. So at night the cave 
men kept a fire before the door. With the fire 
burning they knew they were safe from danger-
ous animals. 
37. Long ago people avoided danger by living in 
towers huts tents caves 
38. They had to defend themselves chiefly from 
wild men wild beasts fires giants 
39. The fire protected the cave men because it 
kept animals away heated their houses 
cooked their food lighted their houses 
One day the butcher brought us some meat. 
Laddie took the meat from the table and carried 
it to the garden. Soon we found that the meat 
was gone. We caught Laddie and spanked him 
so he would not take the meat another time. 
40. Laddie is a butcher man mouse dog 
41. He stole our meat eggs fish fruit 
42. The meat was brought to the house by 
Laddie the butcher us a dog 
43. Laddie was praised killed 
[ 6 ] 
punished scolded 
Go right on to the next page. 
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In China many families live on rivers. It is 
cheaper to live on water than on land because 
there is no landlord to collect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The children play 
on the decks. Every child carries a tiny barrel 
on his back as a life preserver. When a child 
falls overboard the barrel enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
44. In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
46. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
tube barrel bottle balloon 
46. Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land because 
it is 
cheaper wetter safer healthier 
My sister and I decided one early spring day 
to start a window garden. In planting our win-
dow garden we first put stones in the bottom of the 
box. Next we put in some moss and on top of 
that a layer of dirt. On the dirt we sprinkled 
some pansy seeds.- We covered them with dirt 
and then watered them. Over the top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from drying out 
too rapidi y. 
47. We planted our garden in a window box 
in the front yard at school on the farm 
48. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
49. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark damp 
60. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss stones dirt 
STOP! 
No. right .. . . . . . . . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv ... ...... . 
( 7 ] 
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TEST 2. WORD MEANING 
a. house boy stone coat man duck 
b. ball meat pm doll skates rose 
1. blow green paint brush blue brown 
2. gray cat wmg ptg chicken gram 
3. for two five soon seven high 
4. June winter Christmas Easter ptcmc Than.ksgiving 
5. Tom George Mary Grace Alice John 
6. watch apple paper cocoa bake eggs 
7. pte milk water lamb tee lemonade 
8. where mine who that when those 
9. song trees floor boys boots flowers 
10. poem orange peach once plum ptece 
11. chair window stooi lamp door bench 
12. pencil park shoe pen cage chalk 
13. bunny kite lion butterfly skin robin 
14. gloves bow hat hands cap skirt 
[ 8 ] Go ri~ht on to the next pa~e. 
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15. head arm bead toes atr trousers 
16. car even pan oven stove stamp 
17. hog rug circus clock barn curtain 
18. rock coal wood cotton wool pillow 
19. doctor dollar mend nurse medicine noise 
20. machine magazm.e carpet envelope book chimney 
21. run stay chase still dash quiet 
22. marnage accident death growth blindness party 
23. bark hound howl collie kitten police 
24. turnip banana radish cherries letters lettuce 
25. handle tool candle lantern torch fountain 
26. short loud wide tell worse 
27: watchman infant pupil minister 
28. polite generous false courteous 
29r some . fall · :marble · skip · : swim 
STOP! 
No. right ...... .. . 
No. wrong ....... . 
tall 
student teacher 
timid hood 
foam ~ . 
Differmct .. . . . . . . . Stand. score... . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv •......... 
[ 9 ] 
I 
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TEST 3. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS 
6 dots and 4 dots are -- dots. 
Add 
3 and 2 are 
2 
+9 
43 
+ 33 
Subtract 
5 
+7 
35 
+ 23 
3 from 7 
2 6 
- 1 -5 
6 
+5 
57 
+ 42 
leaves 
8 
-5 
3 
+4 
12 
+ 87 
9 
-4 
5 and 1 are 
9 
+0 
38 
+ 11 
2 and 
5 
-3 
. ·t··· 
••••• 
3 
+7 
53 
+ 25 
7 
-2 
8 
+8 
76 
+ 11 
are 3 
6 
-4 
9 
+6 
36 
+52 
9 
-6 
Multiply 
7 3 3 
x6 x2 x4 
Add 
7 
+44 
Subtract 
25 
-16 
Divide 
2}4 
19 
+ 65 
35 
-18 
1}5 
3 
x2 
86 
+57 
83 
-76 
3)12 
,t) 
x1 
43 
-4 
Mark the clock which says half past six. 
2 
7 
6 
M.uopolltao : Prilll. D : Jl 
2 
x4 
2 
x6 
6 
7 
3 
0 
8 
56 
-28 
5}IO 
4 
x4 
36 
42 
23 
152 
-83 
2)16 
' 
Metropolitan: Prim. U : R 
TEST 4. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
1. 
2. 
4. 
~ tttttlttltttttttt 
6. 
15 8 2 10 6 
7. 
.11 6 12 5 8 
Go right on to the next page. 
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8. How many pencils are 2 pencils and 8 pencils? 
9. Mother gave me 2 cakes. 
My sister gave me 3 more cakes. 
Then I had how many cakes ? 
10. My lunch cost 8 cents and my brother's cost 13 
cents. Both lunches cost how much? 
11. I bought some popcorn for 10 cents, an 
4 cents, and some candy for 3 cents. 
things together cost how much ? 
apple for 
All the 
12. We had 10 little chickens and sold 4 of them. 
We had how many chickens left ? 
13. Ten children will be at my party. I need a chair 
for each child. I have only 6 chairs. H ow m any 
more do I need ? 
14. My brother has 8 baby rabbits. He is going to 
give me half of them. H ow many shall I have? 
16. 3 children are coming to my house. 
to give each one of them 3 cookies. 
how many cookies for all of them ? 
I am going 
I must have 
D 
pencils 
n 
cakes 
D 
cents 
D 
cents 
D 
chickens 
D 
chairs 
D 
rabbits 
D 
cookies 
16. My mother gave me 35 cents. I spent 10 cents D 
for a sandwich and 10 cents for a ride on the car. 
How many cents did I have left? cents 
17. A train went 45 miles the first hour and 63 miles 
the second hour. How far did it go in 2 hours ? 
STOP/ 
D 
miles 
No. right ..... . . .. Stand. score .... ..... Gr. equiv.......... A ge equiv .... ..... . 
[ 13 ] 
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TEST 5. SPELLING 19. The picture IS by a wire. 
SAMPLE. My brother well. 20. He was in the third 
1. The has four kittens. 
21. They to the country yesterday. 
2. Did you like the ? 
22. The is set for lunch. 
3. apple was left. 
23. IS the second spring month. 
4. The loves her child. 
24. They went to the country 
6. The boy can spin his 
6. Buy a new 
7. The boy will a race. 
8. Children, drink your 
9. The man spent all the money he 
10. It is---------- ten o'clock. 
11. Where are you 
- ---------? 
12. The bird is building a ----------
13. I live on a 
14. There are many children m 
16. can you come to see us ? 
16. We clean our teeth meals. 
17. He is flying a ----------
18. Our flag is red, white, and -----------
{ 14 ] Go right on to the next page. 
A . g~ ~quto ... .... ..• No. right ...... .. . Stand. score. . . . . . • • . Gr. equio .... ..... . 
[ 15 ] 
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Name . ...... . ........... ... ........... . . Date· . . . ... .. . .. .... . 19 . . 
Teacher . ........... . .. . ..... , Grade . . ... ..... School . . . .... .. .... . . 
City . ... . .......... . .. County . ... . .. . ... .. · . .... State . ..... . . . . ... , 
I 
INDIVIDUAL PROFILE CHART 
METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs : PRIMARY II BATTERY 
* 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 AVE. * t READ- WORD ARITH. ARITH. SPELL- ACH'T 
lNG MEAN. FUND. PRO B. lNG 
10-7 - r- 1- r- 1- r- . - 6.5 -10-6 - -
10-5 - - -
10-4 - - -
' 10-3 - - -
10-2 - r- 1- - - 6.0 -
10-1 - - -
10-0 - - -
9-11- - -
9-10- -
-9-9 - - 5.5 -
9-8 - -
9-7 - - -
9-6 - -
9-5 - -9-4 
- 1- r- - 5.0 -9-3 - - -
9-2 - - -
9-1 - - -
9-0 - - -
8-11- r- r-
- - 4.5 -8-10- - -
8-9 - - 4) -4) 8-8 - - -;; -
-;; 8-7 - 0 .., - rn -rn 8-6 - - - - 4.0 i:i -.... 8-5 1'1 - - - ~ -4) 8-4 --;; - -
I> 8-3 - - .!:: -
·a 8-2 ::s - - 0' ... 8-1 3.5 r:! IZI - - - -
4> 8-0 - "=' -b.O 7-11- "' ~ - .... 7-10- - Cl -
7-9 - - -
7-8 - - 3.0 -7-7 - -
-7-6 - - -
7-5 - -
7-4 - -
7-3 - -r- -- -~ - 2.5 ·-7-2 - - -
7-1 - - -
7-0 - -6-11 .;. 
-
-6-10 - - -r- r- - 2.0 -6-9 - -
-6-8 - - -
6-7 - - -
6-6 - - -
6-5 - - r- - 1.5 -6-4 - -
-
' 
6-3 - - -
6-2 - - -
·; 6-1 - - -
6-0 
- -- r- r- - 1.0 -
* These two scales are independent. Only one should be used at one time. 
In plotting this chart, put an X in the box above the scale which is to be used. 
t An additional scale is provided here in order to make it possible to plot the 
chart in tenns of norms other than those of age or grade. 
'1'lle Proftle Chart is designed to furnish a graphic picture of the achievement of an individual pupil as 
reYMiecl by his test scores. In plotting the equivalents (grade, age, or other type), open the test 
booklet and lay it flat so that both the title page and the Profile Chart are in view. Plot the equiftleat 
of each teat score on the proper stave and join these points to make the profile. 
l 16 ] 
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